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Speaker Daniels: ''The House vill be in order. The Members Will

be in their chairs. The Chaplain for the day is the

Reverend Tom Cross of the First United Methodist Church of

Oak Park, Illinois. Reverend Cross is the father and guest

of Representative Tom Cross. Reverend Cross. '

Reverend Cross: ''Preparatory to our Prayer, I want to state that

1 am a United Methodist pastor in the Christian tradition

and I will offer a Prayer in my tradition. But I want to

acknowledge my awareness that there are probably in this
!

chamber today a number of different religious points of

view that are represented and beyond that in our state
I

there are many different religious traditions and

philosophical orientations. I trust that you will in will

since implied is the Prayer I offer on avareness and

respect for all of the principles that a11 of our people of

this state hold sacred. In that spirit, my we pray? Holy

and wondrous God help us to listen, help us to hear the

voices on both sides oi the aisles, help us to hear the

voices of our pêople, those who pressure us, those who are

powerless, those who are organized, those who feel they

have no voice at all. For a11 of us in this room sense in

a stranqe and unique way that there i s hardly a person in

our state these days vho i s not af ra id of somethinq . I f we

do not l i sten , where wi 11 they :o? Fi nally help us to hear

a div ine voice , that voice which cont inuously reminds us ,

what every religion teaches i ts believers , to respect and

honor one another . And help us to remember that i f in a11

of our act ions here we wi 11 aspi re to that s imple yet noble

standard . Our peoples l ives w i 11 be enr iched perhaps

beyond the i r f ondest hopes . And our l ives as colleagues

may well be blessed beyond our wi ldest imagi n ing . Help us

to 1 i sten . Amen . ''
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Speaker Danielsl ''Thank you, Reverend Cross. We will be led in

the Pledge of Allegiance by Representative Tom Cross.

Representative Cross''

''I pledge allegiance to the jlag ot the United 1Cross - et a1: :

States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands,

one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice
for a1l.''

!

Speaker Danlelsk ''Ro1l Call for Attendance. Representative j
Currie, are there any excused absences on your side of the

aisle?''

Currie: eThank you, Speaker. Let the record show that both 1
Representative Ben Martinea and Bill Laurino are excused

1
today.'' :

Speaker Daniels: ''Journal will so reflect. Representative Kubik,

any excused absences on the Republican side?'' :

Kubik: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Let the record reflect that

there are no Republicans absent, we are here and ready to
l

WO r k . V

Speaker Daniels: ''Thank you. Clerk, take the record. Let the

record reflect that there are ll6 present and 2 excused and j
a quorum is present. For purposes of seat selection, Mr.

ff ;Madigan.

Madigan: ''Mr. Speaker, the Democrats would like to select their

seats now for khen we return after next week. So, for '

lpurposes of the vote this afternoon a1l Democrats should (

stay in the seat that has been assigned to them, because 
r

that seat is wired to the scoreboard. 3ut right now we

would like you to select your seats for when we return 1
after our one week break and it will be done on a seniority

basis. And so we have Mr. Rossi here with the seniority 1l
chart, I have selected already and other Leaders should

i
select and then we will just go down on seniority basis.

I
I
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Thank you.''
I

Speaker Daniels: ''With your permission, Sir, when we recess for 1

party caucuses, if you could do it at that time, if that is

alright with you? Okay. The announcement for party

caucus, Representative Leitch.''

1Leitch: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 would like to request a
reCPSS fOr a party CaUCUS.H ;

1Speaker Daniels: ''Mr
. Madigan, your preference, Sip. Your !

(7

Madigan : '' I ' m sor ry , Mr . Speaker , I di dn ' t hea r you . ''

Speaker Daniels: ''Party caucus.''

Madigan: ''Yes, we would like to do that.'' '

Speaker Daniels: ''Would you like to do that?'' '

Madigan: ''Is it 118?99 1
Speaker Daniels: f'Xes, Sir.''

Madigan: ''Okay.'ï

Speaker Daniels: ''We noticed that it is fixed up a11 nice and

Pfettx nOW and SO..Z' 1
Madigan: ''Thanksv''

Speaker Daniels: ''So the House...the House will stand at recess

until 11:45 for the purpose of a Republican Caucus

Conferènce in Room ll4 and a Democrat Conference in Room
i

118. Upon recess the Democrats will select their seats and

then go to caucus, the Republicans will start caucus at

10:30. Caucus is at 10:30 for Republicans. And Mr.

Madigan, 10:30 all right with you, Sir? Ten-thirty for the

Democrats. The House Will be in recess until 11:45.11

Speaker Daniels: ''The House will reconvene. Members will please

be in their Chair. The House is now back in regular

Session. For purposes of the record and in accordance with

the Rules of the House, 1 wish to announce at this time the

appointment of the Majority Leadership. The Majority

!
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Leader of the House will be Representatlve Bob Churchill,
:
I

the Deputy Majority Leaders will be Representative Tom 11
Ryder, Representative Tim Johnson. The Assistant Majority '
Leaders will be Representatives Roger McAuliffe, i

;
Representative Kay Wojcik, Representative Bill Black,

i i Jack KubikRepresentat ve Larry Wennlund, Representat ve 1
and Representative David Leitch. The Conference Committee I

Chairperson will be Judy Biggert, Representative Judy I

Biggert. And that completes the leadership roster on the I

Republican side. Mr. Madigan, do you wish to leave your 1
one spot vacant, on your leadership, Sir? Okay. Mr.

Madigan acknowledges that he wishes to. Representative Ii
Churchill?'' !

Churchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. At this time I would move adoption of House Joint

Resolution 1.1'

Speaker Daniels: ''Clerk will read the Resolution.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Joint Resolution #l, offered by :

Representative Churchill. Be it Resolved by the House of

Representatives of the 89th General Assembly in the State

of Illinois the Senate concurring herein: That the two

Houses shall convene in Joint Session on Thursday, January !

12th, 1995 at the hour of 12 o'clock noon. For the purpose '

of hearing his Excellency. Governor Jim Edgar, present to '

the General Assembly his report on condition of this state

as required by Article 5, Section 13 of the Constitution of

the State of Illinois.''

Speaker Daniels: ''You have heard the Resolution. Any debate or '

discussion? Hearing none. A1l those in favor signify by

saying 'aye'; opposed, 'nay'. The 'ayes' have it. And the

Resolution is adopted. This House will stand tn recess I
I

until the hour of 3 o'clock p.m. at which point we will
:

I
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brin: up the question oi House Resolution 44.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The House will come to order. Members please

in their seats. I recognize the Doorkeeper for an

announcement. Members will please be in their seats.''

Doorkeeper: ''Mr. Speaker, the Honorable President Philip and

Members of the Senate are at the door and seek admission to

the chamber.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Mr. Doorkeeper, admit the Honorable Senators.

As designated and House Joint Resolution 41 the hour of 12

noon having arrived the Joint Session oi the 89th General

Assembly will now come to order. Will the Members oi the

House and our esteemed guests from the Senate please take

their seats? Mr. Clerk, is a quorum of the House presentr'

Clerk McLennand: ''Yes.lf

Speaker Daniels: ''Mr. President, is a quorum of the Senate

present...present in this chamber?''

President Philips: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, a quorum of the

Senate is present.''

Speaker Daniels: ''There being a quorum of the House and a quorum

of the Senate in attendance, this Joint Session is

convened. I wish to acknowledge the attendance of many of

our dignitaries today. ànd if I might, starting with the

esteemed Members of our Supreme Court, our Supreme Court

Justices, Chief Justice Michael A. Balantic, Justice

Balantic. Justice Ben Miller, Justice Miller. Justice

James Hypol, Justice Hypol. And Justice Mary Ann G.

McMorrow, Justice McMorrow. We have present with us today

the Constitutional Officers, Lleutenant Governor Bob

Kustra. Secretary of State George Ryan. Comptroller

Loleta Didrickson. Treasurer Judy Barr Topinka, and the

Auditor General of the State of Illinois Bill Holland. The

Chair recognizes the Rouse Majority Leader, Mr. Churchill.''
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Churchill: f'Thank you. Mr. Speaker. lf the Clerk would please I

read Joint Session Resolution #1, then I would move for its !
.

immediate adoption.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Mr. Clerk, read Joint Session Resolution #1.f

Clerk McLennand: ''Joint Session Resolution #l, offered by

Representative Churchill. Resolved that a Committee of ten

be appointed, five from the House by the Speaker of the

House and five from the Senate by the President of the

$Senate, to wait upon his Excellency Governor Jim Edgar and
invite him to address the Joint Assembly. Representative

Ryder, Representative Skinner, Representative Weaver,

Representative Brunsvold, Representative Ronen, Senator

Hasara, Senator Madigan, Senator Parker, Senate Boltz and

Senator Garcia.''

Speaker Daniels: WThe Gentleman moves for the adoption of the

Resolution. Al1 those in favor signify by saying 'aye';

opposed, 'nayî. In the opinion oi the Chair the 'ayes'

have it. The Resolution is adopted. Pursuant to the

Resolution, the following are appointed as a committee to

escort the Chief Executive. The appointments from the

House are Representative Brunsvold, Representative Ronen,

Representative Ryder, Representative Skinner and

Representative Weaver. The Senate Members are Senator

Boltz, Senator Garcia, Senator Hasara, Senator Madigan and

Senator Parker. And 1et me introduce the Attorney General

of the State of Illinois, Jim Ryan. Also, I would like to

introduce the First Lady of the State of Illinois, Brenda

Edgar. The Committee of Dscorts please convene at the rear

of the chamber and await his Cxcellency. the Governor. I

recognize the Doorkeeper for an announcement.''

Doorkeeper: ''Mr. Speaker, the Honorable Governor of the State of 1
Illinois, Jim Edgar and his party wish to be admitted to

I
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hi chamber . ''t s

Speaker Dan i e1s : ''âdmi t the Honorable Governor . Ladies and

Gentlemen . The Governor of the State of : klinois .''

Governor Jim Edgar : ''Speaker Daniels , President Phi 11 ip, Just ices

of the Supreme Court , my f ellow const itut ional of f icers ,

Members of the 89th General Assembly and my f ellow c i t i zens

of I llinoi s . STATE OF THE STATE ADDRESS TO THE 89TH GENERAL

ASSEMBLY Governor Jim Cdgar January 12, 1995 Speaker

Daniels, President Philip, Justices of the Supreme Court,

my fellow Constitutional officers, members of the 89th

General Assembly and my fellow citizens of Illinois, Two

months ago the voters of this state and this nation sent a

clear and strong message they want less government, not

more. Less interference. More efficiency. Less red tape.

More accountability. Less bureaucracy. More common sense.

They told us they want government to offer the needy a

helping hand, not a handout. They want to feel safe in

their own homes and they want those who break the law and

violate their security to get the punishment they deserve.

They want an education system that promotes learnin: and

rewards excellence. They want less rhetoric and more

results. I believe we have been on the right track during

the last four years. We have moved state government in a

new direction oi reform, efficiency, efiectiveness, and

accountability. When the 'voters spoke in November they

reaifirmed this new direction. But they didn't say that we

had accomplished enough, that we could put the ship of

state on automatic pilot. They are demanding more change,

more results from us and we must deliver. We in Illinois

have the great opportunity and the awesome responsibility

to respond to that mandate quickly and creatively. And we

must respond. We have the opportunity to build on the

I
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have achieved. We will. We will by curbing iprogress we
local taxes and continuing to make state qovernment more

efiicient and more effective. I don't want to increase '

state taxes. And I don't believe most members of the

!General Assembly want to raise taxes either
. 3ut we must

continue to be frugal. And we must continue to tighten our I

belts if we are to be successful in holding the line on
!

taxes. We must continue to live within our means. We must

continue to demand more productivity and more !

accountability. During the last four years we brouqht a 1
halt to the building of bureaucracy. If the trend in place

!
when I became Governor four years ago had continued, l

agencies under my control would have expanded by nearly

6,000 employees. But we didn't expand. We downsized. We
I

cut those agencies and even reduced the payroll by 3,000

employees. And we did so while staffinq additional prisons I
!

to keep dangerous people behind bars and adding hundreds

and hundreds of caseworkers to respond to child abuse and !

neqlect. We showed that state government can actually
i

accomplish more with less. And we will continue to

demonstrate that. As a matter of fact, I am proposing today :

that we consolidate three code departments that deal with

natural resources, Conservation, Energy and Environment, !

and Mines and Minerals into a department ot Natural
I

Resources, and elimining boards in higher education. And we

are going to be looking at other possibilities for

reorganizing state government to slash administrative

overhead and further downsize the bureaucracy. Streamlined,

downsized, more cost-effective and more accountable !

government. That's what we've been doing. That's what wedll

continue to do. Because the people who pay for state

services and those who rely on state services deserve no !

1
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less from us. And we have every right to expect the same 1:

reforms and fiscal restraint trom local governments in

Illinois. Four years ago, after a prolonged battle, we

capped property taxes in the five collar counties in the

Chicago metropolitan area. Since then the property taxes
!

have not skyrocketed as they had for years before in though

counties. Tax caps have worked. Homeowners and businesses

in the collar counties have been spared 300 million dollars

in property tax increases since we put the brakes on. Caps
1

do not starve local governments. 3ut they do curb their

appetites. And two months ago, more than 80 percent of Cook i

County voters said they wanted caps. How did some local

governments react? By padding their budgets and their tax

levies. They sensed that this Legislature vould help me cap

t 'taxes in Cook County. They :ot the message, a11proper y I

right. But they responded in the wrong way. You and I need

to respond in the right way. I think we should respond to

voters of Cook County and cap property taxes in Cook

County. And we should give voters in the rest of the state

the same opportunity. And we need to write into the

legislation that those local government units can't get

away with what they tried to do. As I have said since 1990,

all of Illinois should have property tax caps. And with

your approval ot my proposal, webll be getting closer,

especially in those areas that have been hardest hit by

soaring property tax bills. Indeed we have the opportunity

to accomplish much for the people and businesses of

Illinois. And we will continue to make proqress, with

renewed, and I hope bipartisan, cooperation between the

Executive and Leqislative branches of government. The

presiding otficers of this new, dramatically changed

legislature and 1 agree. We need not wait until the closing

I
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hours of this legislative session to act responsibly and
l

responsively on major reforms. The expansion of property '

tax caps. Reforms in the court system that will stimulate

job creation in Illinois. Reforms that will continue to
move people from welfare to Work. Reforms that will improve

learning in our classrooms. Reforms that will build on our

efforts of last fall when we enacted the most sweeping

anti-crime package in decades. Property tax caps, tort

reform to spur job creation, school reform, continued '

welfare-to-work initiatives and anti-crime legislation. I

want all of it sent to me on a fast track. Not a1l matters
!

can be handled so expeditiously. I understand that. Some

will have to wait until the closing days of the Session.

But when the final gavel falls we should be able to say

with conviction and credibility that we responded to the
!

people's will, that we kept Illinois moving in the right

direction. To do so we must reaffirm our commitment to !

high-quality education in every corner of Illinois. That E

means stable and predictable funding. It also means l

spending that money wisely and effectively. The state of

Illinois experienced some very difficult financial times E

during the last four years. Still, by making the education i

surcharge permanent we saved 1.6 billion dollars, for
!

schools that otherwise would have been lost. Indeed the

state has provided an additional half billion dollars on '

top of that. And we will continue to increase funding tor

our schools as you will see when I deliver my budget tor

next year to you on March 1. But money is only part of what

should be three R's of our educational priorities. ,

Resources, reform and results. There are some innovative I

and dynamic things going on every day in the classrooms of

this state. They are stimulating children to learn. And
i
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they are providing them with insights that will shape their
t

lives in very positive ways. But we cannot be comfortable

with the status quo. We need to take advantage of the

technology revolution and put it to work for our students

and our teachers. We must fulfill our 7s-million-dollar

commitment to build a statewide telecommunications network, I

a network that has virtually unlimited potential for I

brinqing the best in instruction to students and businesses 1
Ithroughout Jllinois. Already 30 million dollars are at work
I

providing the infrastructure that will enable students to I

learn from teachers and professors a hundred miles away. !

Twice in the past year I have hosted day-long technology '
Isummits where leaders in the state's education and
I

technology fields had an opportunity to exchange views on
I

the status of technology in our schools and plan for its I

expansion. Those summits showed we have a tremendous I

investment in technology at all levels of education, but in l

Imany ways it seems we are just beginning to tap the
I

potential of that technology. With the leadership of
I

Lieutenant Governor Kustra and continued state financial

support we will expand the number of classrooms and I

businesses using technology to bring new educational I
Iopportunities to our students

. By this time next year I
lwant students in every Illinois school to be able to access
I

the information highway that will open new worlds of

knowledge and intelligence to them. I also am proud of the

job Illinois has done in requiring accountability from our
Ischools

. While other states are just talking about .
education reform, Illinois is implementinq it. We are

issuing report cards to help parents, business executives,

and taxpayers determine whether schools are producing the $
Iright results. We are requiring corrective measures when 1
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the results are unacceptable. But we must continue to

reform. We cannot afford to leave education rooted in the I

timeworn practices of the past. If we do not act today we g

ive our educators and local Imay never catch up. We need to g
Ischool boards the flexibility to determine what Works best
I

in their classrooms, liberated from the shackles of I

bureaucracy. So 1 am asking the Legislature once again to 1

approve my initiative for a Learning Zone for the Chicago l
!

public schools. By establishing such a zone we will test a
!

thesis strongly held' by me and many others. Reform can best
I

be achieved by empowering educators, parents and '

communities in Chicago. Allowing them to focus on what will '

improve learning and freeing them from the state mandates,
I

the layers and layers of centralized bureaucracy and the

red tape that inhibit reform. I also am asking the General ,

Assembly to empower communities in a11 regions of the state

by permitting them to establish charter schools, schools '
:

that would be held to high standards but not micro-managed

by state mandates in how to meet those standards. The I

charter schools and the Chicaqo Learning Zone offer an I

innovative approach to relieving the frustrations many oi I

!our educators
. They want more flexibility at the local

I
level. More business involvement. More participation by

1
parents. More bottom-up reform. Fewer top-down directives. I

Less of Springfield passing out the orders. Toward that end I
1 am also proposing and will gladly sign legislation I

1.allowing school districts to easily obtain waivers from
I

many burdensome and costly'state mandates. Those waivers

can free up instructional time, and help stimulate I

innovation and enhance student performance. Indeed much of I

Ithat reform , much of our efiorts to improve student

performance, must focus on those students who are not bound
I
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for iour-year degrees. 1'm talking about tWo Out of every I
Ithree students in Illinois. And proqrams for them have been
I

under-emphasized for too long. We will continue to expand (

apprenticeship programs and other innovative efforts for !
!those who won't be attending four-year colleges and

universities; even as we press for reforms in those

institutions of higher learninq. To be sure we have some of

the most respected universities in this nation. lnd the

higher education community has made substantial progress

during the last four years. At least ll5 university

programs were found to be unnecessary and were eliminated.

More than 130 downsized or consolidated. More that 260

community college programs eliminated or reduced or

restructured because the ''status quo'' could not be

justified. The reforms have given renewed emphasis to

underqraduate education, to removing hurdles for the

student who is Willing and able to earn a bachelor's degree i

in Eour years. But as we have said before, it is time to '
1

remove unneeded layers oi governing bureaucracy. We should
I

eliminate the Board of Governors and the Board of Regents
!.

and let the universities be governed by their own trustees I

under the oversight of the Board of Higher Education. And 1

1it makes no sense for the Board of Trustees of the
!

Dniversity of Illinois to be elected by voters who
I

understandably know little or nothing about the candidates, I

Iexcept perhaps their political affiliation. That board
1.should be appointed just like the others, and we should
I

under the umbrello of the University of Illinois. We h:ve I

accomplished much in makin: schools at a11 levels more I

!accountable and helping them meet the challenge of keeping
I

Illinois businesses and workers competitive. 3ut there is I

much more that should be done now to assure not only that !

I
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there are enough capable workers for the jobs of the future

but also enough jobs for al1 the capable lllinois workers
who will want them. Because of our moderate tax structure

Motorola is building a 100 million dollar production plant

in McHenry County. Because we have held the line on taxes

more than 3,000 new jobs will be available to our workers

there. Because business has thrived during the last four

years, the Illinois economy is strong and becoming strong

and becoming stronger. Illinois Unemployment rate is at

its lowest rate in more than 20 years. A record 5.7 million

Illinoisans are working, the highest in the history of the

state. Illinois added more than 82,000 jobs during 1994 in
a broadbased expansion that we expect to continue during

this next year. And the earning advantage of our workers

has increased nearly 43% since 1991. But we must build on

the momentum. We must stimulate even more job growth
because too many Illinoisans still aren't korking. And we

can do that by removing roadblocks to prosperity that ,

discourage job creation and raise consumer prices. As I
said last year, and the year before, and the year before,

it is time to bring some sanity to the Illinois tort

liability system. lt is time to reduce the number of costly

and frivolous lawsuits that clog our court system and cost

a11 of us far too much money and to many jobs. Those
victimized by the neglect of others should be compensated.

But is there any reason for a civil lawsuit to be filed

every 30 seconds oi every business day in Illinois? Is

there any legitimate purpose for more than a quarter

million civil suits a year? Those who cause harm to others i

should be held liable. No question about that. But should
i

the expectant mothers in 30 Illinois counties be denied

medical advice and services because no physician is willing

1
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or able to pay the cost of malpractice insurance? Or should

the Girl Scouts oi Dupage County be forced to sell 35,000 j

boxes of cookies just to cover their liability costs? The
. !

only people benefitting from the system in place now, are a j
few, wealthy lawyers. The rest oi us are paying, whether we

l
realize it or not. It is time ior a dose of tairness. It is 1
ime to put a ce i l ing on awards f or non-economic damages in It 

!
Imedical malpractice and product liability cases

. We need to .

look at continued reform of our workers' compensation
I

system. And it is time to reform or perhaps even repeal the
1

archaic Scaffolding Act that now allows injured workers to :
I

receive worker's' compensation as well as to sue for
I

additional damages. Those reforms will help all of us, as
I

taxpayers, employers, employees and patients. We need to I
!

assure the workplaces of this state are safe. But we also 1

need to do whatever we can to stimulate the creation of j

more workplaces. And on another front we need to assure j
that lllinois workers who are covered by insurance can

!

retain it if they change or lose jobs. And we need
legislation to expand coverage to many, many others. We can

;
achieve that expansion by making lt easier ior businesses 1
to band together and obtain insurance at prices affordable

!

ior both employers and employees. We should not and cannot E

wait for Washington. On health care. And on welfare reform.

It is clear that states will be taking on additional

responsibilities and and hopefully be given new flexibility

especially in the area of human services. I and other '

Governors welcome that prospect. We are ready and willing

to accept the challenges presented by the dawning of a nev

era in federal and state relations. In fact, I urge this I

General Assembly to join other state Legislatures I
throughout the nation in passing a resolution calling for a I

I
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conference of the States to redesign and reshape federalism
I

in the United States. But even aS this historic transition ;

unfolds in our federal system we must continue moving ahead I
in Illinois. Our state has been a leader in helping weliare

I
recipients move from dependence to independence. We have I

worked to break the generation after generation cycle that 1
I

has locked far too many families into lifetimes on public
!

assistance. We are encouraqinq welfare recipients now to !

find work. And once they do we are not penalizing them for !
I

bringing home a paycheck. We have removed obstacles that

penalized welsare recipients who took temporary jobs. And !
that discouraged fathers' from staying with their families. !

Through out earnfare program we provide thousands and !

thousands of former welfare recipents with work and a pay I

check. We are giving teenaged mothers 18 and under the help '
!

they need to complete their high school educations and find I

mean ingf ul work and a pay chec k . And i i the mother does not r

art i c ipat e she eventual ly w i l l lose a por t ion of he r l17

Imonthly aid check
. Through our Earnfare program we provided

1
thousands and thousands of former weliare recipients with I

work and a pay check. But there is more that can and should I
Ibe done to assist our welfare recipients in becoming !
I5

self-sufficient. In Tllinois today there are thousands of

mothers on public aid who have no job and no children under I

the age of thirteen. We will expand our welfare initiatives
Ii

to require those women to seek and hold down jobs to
qualify for their welfare benefits. And we will launch even

more initiatives as we get a better sense of whether

Washington, under new congressional leadership, will truly '

qive us more opportunity to innovate in the welfare area.

Meanwhile this administration will continue to crack dokn '
1

on child support deadbeats. We have collected record I

I
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amounts of child support $225 million last year, a 50

percent increase from what ve vere collecting just four
years ago. That is money that has supported families that

otherwise might have been totally dependent on taxpayers.

Often fathers duck their responsibility claiming to be

unemployed and without the resources to meet their

court-ordered support. My administration w(l1 initiate a

program to require those delinquent fathers to participate

in supervised job search programs or our Earnfare

program so they can meet their obligations to their

children. We are helping families, because stronger

families mean stronger neighborhoods. And stronger

neighborhoods mean stronger communities. We are working to

make sure the system Works for the people. Not the other

way around. We are working to coordinate social services at

the local level in the school through Project Success which
is now underway in 90 communities throuqhout Illinois. In

our Lincoln's Challenge program we are teaching the high

school dropouts of this state values far different than

those they learn on the streets. Through Help Me Grow, the

First Ladyls campaiqn for children, we have increased

awareness of existing services to help children, their

parents and caregivers. The one-stop shopping program we

have launched with the assistance of the Casey Foundation

is bein: watched by the nation as an innovative model for

delivering human services effectively, efficiently and

compassionately. The problems facing children and ëamilies

in this state are many. They are complex. They are

inter-related. Poverty, teen pregnancy, violence,

alcoholism and substance abuse. A11 are claiming far too

many victims among our children and their parents. Al1 too

often we attempt to solve those problems from our desks in
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Springfield and Chicago. But we know that state qovernment
l

does not have all the answers. State government cannot 1
solve all the problems. But state government can and should

be a catalyst for change. A unifying force that brings

churches, parents, local business, and community

organizations together to break down barriers that limit

effective programs in their neighborhoods. Rather than

attempting to impose solutions from Springfield we must

look to local communities to identify their needs, and to 1
suggest and implement solutions. We will continue our j
efforts to prevent tragic child abuse and neglect. In the 1
last year the number of child abuse calls to the DCFS 1

1hotline increased to more than 385 thousand
. A record .

1number of 45 thousand children are now in the state's care
, 1

and all-time high and a 22% increase last year alone. We j
have seen that additional fundinq is not the only answer.

In the last four years we doubled funding for the

Department of Children and Family Services to more than one

billion dollars. We have hired hundreds of new caseworkers

to ease the workload. We have fired workers who did not do

the job. We now have on the books laws to ensure that a
child's interests are to be considered above all else. We

now have on the books laws to hold DCFS and community

agencies to even higher standards. 3ut government can do

only so much. Al1 of us tn this communlty called Illinois

must work together. And we must work together to stop the

violence that has turned too many ot our neiqhborhoods into

armed war zones. Too many neighborhoods whose residents

have become prisoners in their own homes. And aren't even

safe there. In September Brenda and I went to Roseland, a

community on the South Side ot Chicago, determined to do

somethinq about the curse of ganqs and violence. Two

!
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thousand people from that community joined us. Determined
to beqin the daunting challenge of taking back their

neighborhood. All of us, ministers and teachers, law !

enforcement and community workers, parents and public '

officials must band together to point our youth in a
Ipositive direction. For there is nothing but a troubled !

future ahead for our young people and for our society if we
1

do not. At the same time we must be tpugh on those violent j

criminals who break the peace and threaten our security. !

d we have. As I said earlier, last month I signed the iAn

!most sweeping reforms of our criminal justice system in
!

decades. lt gives police and prosecutors valuable new tools
!

in their daily iight against gangs, guns and violence. It :

imposes the death penalty for murder in drive-by shootings. 7

It mandates tough new penalties for gun-related violence by !
:

juveniles and adults. It establishes secure iacilities in '
!

Illinois for dangerous delinquents. And it makes it easier
I

to try 15 and l6-year-olds as adults for gang and p

drug-related felonies involving firearms. Those new laws !

afford more protection to men, women and children of 1
!Illinois. But there is more that should be done. We should
!

give the statewide Grand Jury the power to investigate
1

gun-running. And we should strengthen and expand our sex 1

offender laws. The Child Sex Otfender Registration 1aw I

should be broadened to cover offenders no matter the age of I

!the victim
. And to require periodtc registration, in

person, vith law enforcement agencies of those convicted of
I

these monstrous crimes. And J believe we should mandate I

that convicted sex offenders who move into Illinois provide I

. DHA samples just as those who commit sex crimes in lllinois :
Inow do. We need to take advantage oi this growing and
Iproven medical technoloqy to build a database against which
I
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sex offenses can be checked. We must continue to protect I

our citizens irom those who threaten our society and put

our people in harm's way. And we must also continue to

protect our treasured natural resources from the iorces

that threaten them. Illinois has a proud past. lnd we must
!

preserve that heritage that has made Illinois the great
:

it is today. We must continue our efforts to further lstate
Ireduce the stream of waste that heads to our landfills, E

which has already decreased every year for the past four ,
I

years. We must continue our efforts to protect our natural '

lands from development. Such as we have done by purchasing
1

the 15 thousand acres of Site M in Cass County. And as we I
i

have done by acquiring more than two thousand acres of l
prime woodland along the Rock River in northwestern

I

1 1 i n o i s . We w i 1 l wo r k w i th t he new Con () r-e s s i o r t heI

legislation that will reclaim 19 thousand acres of the
:

Joliet Arsenal ior natural areas and outdoor recreation. I
i

am also renewing my call for this General Assembly to

ve Conservation 2000, a six-year plan that will take a lappro
long-term approach to managing Illinois' natural resources,

helping our agriculture community conserve soil and water

resources, and developing a wide-ranging plan for green

ways and recreation trails. lndeed we have a duty to take a

long range view when it comes to managing our natural

resources and addressing many of our major concerns. But
there is at least one area Where the shorter the better.

I'm talking about the length oë the campaiqn season in

Illinois, one ot the longest in the country. Long campaigns

are grueling for the candidates. And for the people oj

this state. So I am asking this General Assembly to approve

changing the date of our primary elections irom March to

September. Three days ago I renewed the sacred bond : hoïd
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with the people of this great state. Just yesterday you

members of the General Assembly took a similar oath.

Together we are partners for progress. Today 1et us

celebrate that renewed beginning. Let us remember our past

achievements. But look to the future. Let us remember the

reason the people sent us here. And the job they sent us
to do. let us move forward, with cooperation, with

compassion, with common sense, and with courage. Today 1et

us qet to work. Let us get the job done. And done right.
Speaker Daniels: ''Thank you. Will the committee of escort please

come forward to escort the Governor from the chambers? The

President of the Senate is recognized for a motion.''

Senator Phillips: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the Joint

Sessions do now arrive.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The President of the Senate has moved that the

Joint Session do now arise. à1l those in favor signify by

saying 'aye'; a11 opposed signify by saying 'nay'. The

'ayes' have it and the Joint Session will nok arise. The

House will now stand in recess until 3 p.m.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Ryder in the Chair. The House

will be in order, the Members will be in their seats. The

hour of 3 p.m. having arrived, we will consider House

Resolution #4. The Gentleman from Lake: Majority Leader
Churchill, is recognized to offer House Resolution 44.''

Churchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. ànd what a great joy it is
to see you in the Chair banging that gavel. Let me...let

me begin on House Resolution #4. House Resoluticn 44

is...I'm sorry...''

Speaker Ryder: 'Q n the event that you're preceding to do this, :

think we need to have the Clerk read the Resolutiono''

Churchill: ''Okay. Thank you.''

Speaker Ryder: ''All right. If you would make the appropriate
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Motion then I Will have the Clerk read it.''

Churchill: ''1 would move for the adoption of House Resolution

44 'f

Clerk McLennand: ''House Resolution #4, offered by Representative I

Churchill.'' ;

'' h nk you, Mr. Speaker. Thank you, Clerk.'' !Churchill: T a
!

Speaker Ryder: ''Mr. Churchillo''

Churchill: ''House Resolution 44 is the new Rouse Rules. And J

want to start out by saying that these Rules are new, they !
i

are not an Amendment of past Rules, they are neW Rules.
. 1

And because of that we consider these Rules da novo today. ,

We have had an opportunity over the past several years, 12 1
. I

!that I have been here, to follow the Rules oi the previous
!House Speaker and some things we found were qood and some
I

things we found we thought should be changed. And so in I
!

our current proposal of House Resolution 44 we have some t
;

things that do make some changes, 1 think that if you

stand back and take a look at the Rules that we are

proposing today, what you will see is that we are trying to :

empower our Members. To qive our Members a chance to take

a look at the legislation which comes through this Body and
1to develop areas of expertise and to try and have some '

consistent pattern of dealing with legislation in the '1
!

House. One of the things that we do...'' I

''Excuse me, Mr. Churchill. Representative 1Speaker Ryder)
Madigan, for what reason do gou seek recognition?'' !

1
Madigan: ''I think just a question, Mr. Speaker. Is it your j

1

intent to permit Mr. Churchill to basically explain your 1
1proposal and then go to tbe Amendment that has been iiled?'l

Speaker Ryder: ''Yes. It is the intention of the Chair to allow I
Majority Leader Churchill to explain the zules that were I
filed yesterday. After that explanation, the Chair will
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allow full debate on a1l Amendments that have been timely

filed. After those Amendments have been considered, then

we kill allow full consideration of the original Resolution

as or if amended. Any further questions?''

Madiganl ''1 find that agreeable. Thank you.''

Speaker Ryder: 'You're welcome. You're velcome for that, too.

Majority Leader Churchill, apologize for the
interruption. I think you will be allowed to continue

without interruption for the complete explanation of the

Rules as filed yesterday. would ask the Body to please

give Majority Leader Churchill their attention. Thank
Z O U * 71

Churchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. And let me just sày also that it is my intention to
permit the Minority Party to offer its Amendments and any

attempts it may have to amend these Rules and to deliberate

and debate those Rules and to push for acceptance of the

Rules that I am proposing at this time on behalf of our

side of the aisle. As 1 was beginning to say, I think that

what this set of Rules does is to empower our own Members

on both sides of the aisle. One of the things that it

does, is it takes Amendments and it takes Conference

Committee Reports and those kinds of actions that come very

late in the Session and it puts them into committees. And

it says to the Members, you are the experts in the

committees, you take a look at the Resolutions and the

Bills and things that come through those committees, you

decide if they are consistent with what your belief is

about how things should be in this Body. And so therefore,

instead oj havin: Leaders comin: in at the last minute and

poppinq all sorts of things on Bills or Conference

Committee Reports which nobody has been, we actually take
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it back and put in the hands of the Members who serve on

the committees and allow them to make those kinds of

decisions. This 1 think also operates to shed the light of

day on this process. As said, we hope there should never

be any more sneaky backroom dead of the night Amendments

that are presented for the first time in the late days of

Session here on the House floor. There is a whole group of

people in this state that know exactly what they want to do

in January and in past years they have only come down to

Springfield in the last tWo or three days of Session

because they know that if they get somethin: snuck into a

Conference Committee Report, that they have accomplished

their mission, without allowing the Members of this Body to

be participants in the decision makin: on those issues.

These Rules force those kinds of things to qo back into

committee where Committee Members have an opportunity to

observe what it is that is trying to be done and make sure

that it is something that is consistent with their wishes.

These Rules also provide for new technology. We have put

something in these Rules that would permit the electronic

communication of Bills and Amendments to the Members

directly on the floor. Many times in the middle of this

Session you will get a picture in one of the local media of

the stack of Bills beside some person's desk and sometimes

that stack, if you added them all up, would probably be

taller than even the tallest of our Members. There is no

reason why We need to keep killing trees to provide

information to our Members. That ought to be done through

electronic technology and we need to take that step and be

consistent with what is consistent in the rest of the

business world around us. These Rules curtail the time

consuming and expensive processing of Non-substantive
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Resolutions. In this past legislative cycle we had 3,616

Resolutions, 2,812 of them were congratulatory, 349 for the

Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, 178 for athletic teams, 288 for

birthdays, 2l2 for wedding anniversaries, includins special

week designations for dance marathon weekend, bike to work

week, music therapy week, mathematics awareness week. 1,

as many of the other Members on this floor, are perhaps

guilty of...in keeping that system alive because we have

all used Resolutions to commemerate activities, events and

groups and people back home. And we need to do something

to stop that...to stop cloqging up this system and I

believe these Rules do that. These Rules also provide for

better decorum on the House floor. said in my nomination

speech, yesterday for Speaker Daniels, no longer should the

school children of this state walk out of the galleries of

this House shaking their heads in disbelief. There are too

many people who are on the floor. People are not in their

chairs, peopl: are not following the process and the noise

level gets so high that even those vho are debating cannot

hear each other. And so we are limiting access to the

floor, we are eliminating the explanation of vote. And by

the very process of taking Amendments and putting them into

committees, ve are going to eliminate hours and hours of

going through Amendments on this floor. So that...l would

hope that when Members came to this floor, they would come

to do the business of the people, that it would be

deliberative, that it would be spent on substantive issues,

allowing more informed debate a deliberate action on the

Bills that are before us and think these Rules do that.

These Rules do provide for the individualism of the House.

They retain certain items like the committee structure, the

Consent Calendar, special orders of business, short debate.
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Those things that speed us along and are not contained in

the Rules that you miqht find in the Senate. We also keep I
I

the prohibitions on smoking in our Rules, which I think is j
Ia good thing

. And lastly, in terms of the big picture . I
items, : think that we try to look at the Senate Rules and i

I
in as many places as we possibly can, we try to be fairly !

Iconsistent for the Senate Rules because there is no reason I

why the public need to learn two systems of Rules when they I
I

come to this Body. Ii they have to come to the House and I
Id

o business or they have to go to the Senate and do !

business or if they want to understand what is happening in !
1

this whole process, they ought to be able to do that by I
Ilooking at one fairly consistent set of Rules. Members who
I

are in the House ought to understand the basic system when I
I

they go to the Senate; Members who are in the Senate ought j
ito understand the basic system when they come to the House.

J think that these Rules do that very thing because they I
i

try to be as consistent with the Senate Rules as they l
possibly can be. ; would now just to take a couple of
minutes and valk throuqh some of the speciiic sections of

I
the 3ill (sic - Resolution) so that I can highlight any '

changes that we might have.''
l

Speaker Rgder: ''The Chair would ask that the noise level be I
I

reduced so that we might have any opportunity to hear in I
Idetail the speaker and to qive him our attention and our
I

respect. Thank you.'' I
IChurchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Article 1 is basically a

definition section which is true in most places in such I
I

Rules. We have defined the word Chairperson after a debate I
I

as to whether we ought to continue with Chairman, Chairman j
irwoman or whatever. Wefve decided that Chairperson land Cha

I

would be the politically correct dejinition for people who I
I

I
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head committees. In Section 1.7 you will see the

idefinition of Joint Action Motions
. And this is a

significant section because it defines Joint àction Motions

as al1 those Motions, such as to concur in a Senate

Amendment, to non-concur in a Senate Amendment, to recede

from a House Amendment, to refuse to recede from a House

Amendment, to request that a Conference Committee be

appointed or to adopt the Conference Committee Report. And
'

jthese are the actions that basically occur late in Session
where much of the business of this Body takes place.

Skipping along just to Section 1.23, you will find the

definition of record vote. We have tried to consistently

change what used to be called the Roll Call Vote to the

record vote and to apply that across the board in both

floor actions and committee actions. Article 2 deals with

organization. Basically the organization is fairly the

same as the concepts that we've lived with in the past of

the Sections 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 set forth the powers

and duties of the Speaker, the Minority Leader, the Clerk,

Assistant Clerk and the Doorkeeper and I think those are

pretty close to the Rules Ehat we currently have. Section

2.10 is about scheduling and that basically is to set the

deadlines for house action and our way of handling that is

to have the Speaker set the dsadlines and to file those 1
deadlines so that we know when Bills have to be through the

House and Senate Bills have to be through and committees

are done and those kinds of things. Article 3 is a section

on committees, in Section 3.1 you will find that we have

basically kept the same committees that we had last time,

so there won't be a lot of chanqes. We have changed the

names of a couple of committees; we have now a Commerce

Industry and Labor Committee. We have changed that

I
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Judiciary I and Judiciary 11 to make a Judiciary Civil Law

and Judiciary Criminal Law so that even our own Members,

including myself from time to time, know what committee we

are talking about when we talk about the Judiciary

Committees. We have taken and created privatization,

deregulation, economic and urban development as a committee

and basically have the same numbers of standing commtttees.

In Section 3.7 we have created the Rules Committee; we have

a Rules Committee now and under the new Rules we will

continue to have a Rules Committee. We will not have an

assignment of Bills Committee. The Rules Committee will

handle that function. ànd tbe Rules Committee basically is

a committee that directs the'flow of paperwork through the

House into committees and to...or onto the floor as the

case may be. But it is the committee that makes those

directions. In Section 3.14 we have aqain continued with

the current language on the rights of the public, so that

the people of the State oë lllinois have the right to come

in and testify in front of committees. In Section 3.15 we

have again prohibited smoking in committees, as we did in

the past. Article 4 is our conduct of business section and

I vould call your attention specifically to Section 4.3

where we have designated who is entitled to the floor. And

we have made some changes in who is entitled to the floor

and it is...and it would be a good section for you to take

a look at because we are changing for the people who are on

this iloor. The number of people? the kind of people that

can be on the floor with them. And if you are used to

bringing other folks on the floor with you, you ouqht to

take a look to make sure that those people are considered

under this Rule. lf they are not, then they should not be

on the floor. In Section #5 we do Bills and Amendments.
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The biggest change here would be in Section 5.4 when, as I

have previously stated, Amendments are filed, those !

d to the Rules Committee. If you IAmendments are referre
I

have a Floor Amendment and come to this floor and you file
I

a Floor Amendment, it will assigned to the Rules Committee

where it can be assigned back to the floor. If it is a :

technical Amendment or if it is an Amendment oi great

importance to the State of lllinois, in most cases it's my

belief that those Amendments will be referred to a standing

committee where they can be considered and the subject
matter can be discussed as any Bill would have been '

discussed to try and keep things consistent and to empower

the Members to make those kinds of decisions. You will see

in Rules 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, Consent Calendar, Short Debate

status, changing in the order of business, special orders

and the Rules Committee. And basically those are the same
!

in the House today under the new Rules oc the proposed

Rules as they were in our past Ruls. Section 6 is in ;

regards to the Resolutions and Certificate oi Recognition.
:As 1 stated in my earlier remarks, we believe that there

could be a cost savings and an efficiency in tryin: to take
!

Resolutions that are commemorative or honoring people and !

offer to our Members a Certificate of Recognition. It is !

1my believe that the Certificate of Recognition will look

!
very nice, that it will be something that you will find

I
that you can present to groups or people back home and they 1

will appreciate that as much as they appreciate any I

Resolution that might have been done on their behalf. And I
:

'

that we can unclog the system from al1 of those thousands

of Resolutions that we process through here every year. :I
!

Article 7 relates to Parliamentary Practice. In Section j
;

7.1 we have the voting section and Section 2 we have I
!
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announcing the record vote. You will note, if you look

through those sections, that we do not permit explanation I
lof vote. I think that in the past years, explanation of
I

vote has served to slow down this process and 1 think that I
!

eliminatinq the explanation of vote is one of the things !

that will speed things along. It is one of those points

that more people have come up to me and said, '1 hope you

get rid of explanation of votez' and so we have done that.

Paragraph 6...section 7.6 relates to verification and that

continues. And basically the rest of the Motions that you

find under Parliamentary Practice are those that are

regularly seen in'most sets of Rules and have been seen in

past sets of Rules. Section 7.17 is the section which can

amend or suspend Rules and you ought to take a particular

note of that. ln Article 8 we refer to joint actions and '

these are, as 1 said betore in the definition, those kinds I
!of thinqs that happens normally at the end of our Session
I

as Senate Bills come flying back, House Bills come flying I

back with Senate Amendments and we have Conference ë

Committee Reports. 7ou will note that those items, those . 
l
I

Joint Action Motions, get referred to the Rules Committee I
Iand go back to Standing Committee. So again, the Standing

. I

Committees are empowered to hear the substantive matters I
' 
j

that are contained in these Bills. Article 9 relates to I

vetoes and I think is fairly self-explanatory. Article 10 l
!

relates to election contests and qualifications challenges. !
1And I think that that section is almost word for word the 1

wag that it was in the previous Rules, if not, it is I
I

certainly very very similar. Article 11 relates to j

discipline and protests. And Article 12 relates to I
I

disciplinary proceedings. These two sections work hand in I
1hand and I think that Article 12, which is relating to I
I
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disciplinary proceedings, is pretty much again word for I

word what we have in our current set of Rules. lnd the I
:

'

Ilast section is Article 13 and that relates to force and i
I

effect and basically that's the same as we had in our I
I

previous Rules. Again, as with a1l sets of Rules, the fall
l

back position, if we don't have a Rule to cover it, is !
I

Robert's Rules of Order and that is clearly stated in 13-2. I

So that if a question should arise and it's not covered by '
!

these Rules, we do go back to Robert's Rules of Order. At

this point, Mr. Speaker, :'11 wrap up these remarks and at i
l

the appropriate time or now, whenever the case may be, I I

would move for the adoption of House Resolution 44.'' '

Speaker Ryder: ''It is now the intent of the Chair...it is now the ,

intent of the Chair to consider a1l filed Amendments, after '
I

which, we will return to and consider the Resolution as and I

if amended. The Chair recognizeo...the Chair recognizes !
. 4

the Gentleman from Cook, Minority Leader Madigan. For what ;

purpose do you rise, sira'' l
I

Madigan: ''To ask questions of the Sponsor.'' !

Speaker Ryder: ''It is the intention of the Chatr to go to 1
!

Amendments. And then after the Amendments are considered, 1

to allow full and...full opportunity for debate on the !
I

Resolution if or as amended.''

Madigan: ''Okay. So are you ready to consider the Amendment?'' '
I

Speaker Ryder: ''1 Was going to that Motion before I recoqnized j

ou . '' Iy
I

Mad igan : r'Okay . H I

Speaker Ryder: ''We kill do that nok. Mr. Clerk, are there any I
!

I
'' ff d b Representative !clerk McLennandk Floor Amendment #l, o ere y

I
Madigan.'l !

Speaker Ryderk ''The Gentleman from Cook, Minority Leader !

!
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Madigan.r'

Madiqan: ''Mr. Speaker, before I begin on the Amendment, 1 have a
I

procedural and operational question to ask of you or maybe I
:

the Clerk's office. I haven't seen a Daily Calendar on the .

desks. Was a Daily Calendar printed today?'' '

Speaker Ryder: ''No calendar was printed for today.'

Madigan: 'AII riqht, so let me reference you to House Rule 8 of

the Rules that We're operating under until you adopt House

Resolution 4 and that Rule reads that Clerk shall publish a

Daily Calendar and place it on the desks of the Members

before the convenin: on the House of each legislative day.

So, 1 know having listened to our esteemed Majority Leader,
that there will be a very sustained effort durin: this

Session of the General Assembly to operate tn a very

efficient manner. I just know, havinq known Mr. Churchill

for many years, and so We are not qoing to hold this

greatly against you but, Sir, you are in violation of the

Rules, Section 8. Now if I might be permitted to proceed

to the Amendment.b'
i

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair would wish to respond to the concern of

the Minority Leader by indicating that we are still
!

organizing a new General Assembly. And it has not been the E

practice in this General Assembly that beqan yesterday, on 
j

the Calendar that you described until we adopt the Rules. '

I
We are meetinq today for the sole purpose of the I

Resolution, which was 'adopted, the only...the action that !
I

Was adopted yesterday by the General Assembly. We are here j
' 

jpursuant to that organization response. Jf you wish to
I

proceed With your Amendmentzl I

Madigan: ''I said I'm not going to hold it qreatly against you.
I

All right, I just know that being the type of people that t
Iyou are that you Would like to know that you dropped the I
I
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ball on this one, that's all. Don't be offendedp'' ;

Speaker Ryder: ''Mr. Minority Leader: 1 just have thts hunch that

over the next few months that your job will be letting us
know if and when a ball is dropped. When the ball is in

your court we gill let you know. Would you proceed on the

Amendment, please.''

Madigan: ''Mr. Speaker and a1l of gou kind people #ho just

applauded, the Amendment which has been filed contains

eight items. Number one, the Rules as proposed by House j
Resolution 4 would allow the Rules Committee to hold Bills

by simply refusinq to refer those Bills to committees in I
Iboth the odd-numbered and the even-numbered years

. This is .

1.a radical departure from previous practice, which granted

that power only in even numbered years. This Amendment,

which I am offering, vould require the Rules Committee to

assign Bills to standing committees in the odd number year, j

the first year of the Session. What that would mean is

that every Member of this Body, Democrats and Republicans,

having introduced a Bill jor consideration betore the House

would be guaranteed that that Bill would receive a hearing

before a standing committee. The Rules, as drafted by Mr.

Churchill, do not carry that guarantee. You, as an

individual Member of the House of Representatives, expected

to represent the approximately 95,000 people in your

district, will not be able to guarantee to your voters that

you will be able to present a 3ill to a standing committee

of the House, that you will have an opportunity ior a

hearing before a standing committee of the House. Now

there may be some of you who feel that the action of the

Rules Committee will be okay with you because your party

controls the Rules Committee. And it will be people on

this side of the aisle vho will feel a grieved as a result

. I
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of this process. : simply advise you, you, too, will
I

suffer under this arrangement. You, too, wtll be told, 1

'Sorry we don't want to consider that Bill. We know you

want to consider the Bill, we know that there are people in

your district who wanted this Bill considered but there are I
her considerations at work. And those considerations are Iot

1
h that you are not going to even get a hearing on your 1suc

I
Bi11.' Number tvo, under previous Rules, once a Bill was I

I
referred to a committee the Chair was required to call the I

IBill f
or hearing within 30 days. If the Chair did not do j

ithat, 35% of the Members oi the committee could force the I

Bill to be considered. If that did not happen, the Sponsor I
I

could demand a hearing with in 45 days of assignment of I
I

the Bill to the committee. So in this instance, there were
I

Member's riqhts, you, as a Member, sponsoring a Bill had j
I

rights written into the Rules. Our Amendment would restore j
1this provision

, thereby preventing a Committee Chair from :

defeating any bill simply by refusing to give a hearing to I
I

the Bill. Number three, this Amendment would restore the

vote requirement to foreclose oral testimony durin:

committee hearings. The proposed Rules, HR 4, reduce that

1requirement jrom two-thirds oi those voting on the question
1.

to three-fiiths. Our Amendment would increase that vote
1

requirement to two-thirds of those voting on the question.

So what this means is, that you are the Sponsor of a very j
controversial 3il1, you have numerous people from wherever

in the State oi Illinois who want to come to Springfield to

testify on that Bill and they feel so strongly about the

Bill, that they want their personal testimony in the

record. Today in prder to shut that otf you need
1t

wo-thirds of the Members ot the committee to aqree to it, j

your Rules provide three-fitths. Number four, the I

I
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Amendment, our Amendment, would restore Member

participation to establishing deadlines for consideration
1

oi Bills. The proposed Rules allow the Speaker to set or
i

change the deadlines at his discretion. Under our l

Amendment, the deadlines would be set by Resolution of the

Rules Committee. If the Rules Committee were to approve

the Resolution by a three-fifths vote, the Resolution can

be adopted by 60 votes. 11 the Resolution is approved by

less than a three-fifths vote the Resolution may be adopted 'I

by 71 votes. So aqain, as Members you are made part of the $

process. Five, the proposed Rules provide that a11 Floor
1

Amendments must go to the Rules Committee, Mr. Churchill

explained that, which can either ignore it, defeat it,

assign it to a committee or return it to the floor. If it j
is assigned to a committee, the committee can either ignore :

it, defeat it, assign it to a subcommittee or report it to
i

the floor. In the meantime, the Bill can be called on I
1

Second and Third Reading without an Amendment ever being
I

considered. Our Amendment would do three things: one,

Floor Amendments would go directly to the standing 1
I

committee from which the Bill was reported. That committee 1
I

would conduct a subject matter hearing and then return the
Amendment to the floor. The entire Body would then be

:

'

entitled to vote on the Amendment. So for those who want

the committees empowered to hear Amendments that would be

covered, for those who feel that a11 of us have a right to

vote on Member Amendments on the floor, that would be

protected also. And the Amendment would adopted if

approved by a majority of those voting on the question as
1opposed to the 60 votes as required in the proposed Rules.

Last, the proposed Rules provide that a 3i11 may be moved

from Second to Third Reading and passed, despite the fact
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that Amendments may be pending to the 3ill. The Amendment

deletes that provision. sixth, your proposed Rules provide
(that the Rules Committee must give reasonable public I

notice. Our Amendment Would simply define reasonable

notice as either one day, three hours or one hour,

depending upon the time oi the Session. The proposed

Amendment, our Amendment, also deletes the provision that

every matter in the Rules Committee is deemed posted for '
!

every meetlng, thereby requiring the posting notice to

specify each matter that may be considered at each meeting. :I
IYour Rules, as drafted, would provide that every Bill :
!

introduced and kept in the Rules Committee, every Amendment :1
. !i

ntroduced and kept in the Rules Committee, every Motion I
for concurrence or non-concurrence or :or the adoption of a I

i.
Conference Committee Report would be assigned to the Rules

Committee. And when the Rules Committee decides to meet

with no notice, nobody knows what the Rules Committee is

going to consider, except Mr. Churchill. So for al1 of '

you, stay on good paper with Mr. Churchill. Humor him,

tell him that he is wearing nice clothes today and that he

has combed his hair the right way. Seven, the Amendment

proposes to restore the current Rule regarding control by

the Chief Sponsor. Your proposed Rules provide that the

sponsorship of a Bill may be changed at any time by a
i
:

majority vote. Our Amendment would restore your right to !
!

control your Bill. Now you may think that there is nothing !:

ito this now but just try and contemplate what happens at 
;
!the end of the Session when somebody needs a Bill. And
!
!what they need it for is something that you are j

diametrically opposed to. And you are requested to qive up l
Ithe sponsorship of your Bill because they or we need it or 
i
I

want it. And you resist the request, you will be voted out
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of the sponsorship of your Bill. Hey, the previous Rules

required a two-thirds vote oi tbose voting to put the

previous question, thereby requiring bipartisan support to

terminate the debate. The proposed Rules lower the vote

requirement to 60, thereby permitting Republican Members to

terminate debate on any Bill. This in particular is a very

serious matter. When you file your petitions to be a

Member of this Body, you fully expected that you would be

permitted to be an active participant in the debate on the

floor. 7ou never thought that a simple majority of the

3ody, wishing to rush through whatever the Bill might be,
Would actually move a Motion and then because you hadn't

been called to speak by the Speaker, you don't get a chance

to talk and debate, this is exactly what this says. Now I

have been here 24 years and I have never seen a Motion for

the Previous Question adopted. Never. Never where there

was resistance to tbe Motion. The Motion has been adopted

when nobody objected. But whenever there was any kind of

an objection, that Motion always failed. And therefore,
every Member of this Body was guaranteed the opportunity to

at least speak in debate. I offer these Amendments for a

good solid reason. I think that we ought to have an open

process. There is a very prominent, political,

governmental official in America today who agrees with me.

His name is Newt Gingrich, the Savior of our Nation. All

on his own, he is going to turn that clock back to the way

Representative Stephens wants to turn back, to 1950, a11

on his own. But if you agree with Mr. Gingrich, he is

opening the process, he is not doing what you are doing
.

He is proclaiming and by action of his Body providing for

an opening of the process. You're moving just in the
opposite direction and ior that reason I offer this
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;
$Amendment, Mr. Speaker. And naturally I request a record

vote and 1 know you will give it to me. And 1 want to

thank you for permitting me so much time in this particular

debate.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Madigan has moved the adoption of

Amendment #l. Is there any debate on that Amendment? The

Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Lake, Representative

Churchill.''

Churchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I would like to respond to several of the points

that were just stated by Minority Leader Madigan. These
:

Rules do crave for a 1ot of changes and this is the place

where public policy meets the road. How are we going to do

this, bow are we gotng to run our Body? How are we going

to...Are we going to consider the Bills and legislation

that goes through this process. And so these Rules do make

some chanqes in people's lives around this place. Let me

just first say that I believe that it is our intention that
every Bill that is filed in this year willl go to a

standing committee and that those Bills will be acted upon

in those standing committees in one fashion or another.

However the Chairperson of those committees decides, much

as it has been in the past. In the second year of

Legislative Session, the Rule provides that we're basically

in a mode of the considering Appropriation Bills and those

Bills which may be considered of an emergency status in our

government. And this may happen again in the future but f

remember in past years emergency status meant choosing the

state fish and, you know, some of those kinds of things, so

1 guess that has always been a subjective test. But those

parts of the Rules still continue in the second year.

There is a question that was raised regarding moving the

I
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previous question. And, you know, that is how came to

know Monroe Flinn, I'm not sure 1 would have known Monroe

Flinn wasn't ior movinq the previous question. ànd

we did change the number of votes that were required to

move that previous question. believe that it is the

intention of Speaker Daniels to try and 1et people talk on

pieces of legislation so that we can have a deliberate

chamber. I can't tell you how many times in the past 12

years l've been standing at my desk with my light on and

I've never even been called on and it wasn't necessarily

that it was a Motion of previous question, just that the
3i11s got banged. They got called up and a Roll Call Vote

was taken and you're standing there and your light is still

flashing and I don't think there is anybody on this side

the aisle and probably some people on the other side of the

aisle that didn't have that happen to them also. If we do

have a 50% vote for a Motion on the previous question, at

least the Body is making that decision and is not

something that is solely coming from the Chair. There is a

question reqardinq deadlines. mean come on, look at what

we did this past Legislative Session on deadlines. First

we had a set of deadlines, then we had another set of

deadlines, then we had another set of deadlines, then we

had another set of deadlines, 1 don't remember how many

times. Maybe somebody over here has kept track of them but

it kas...maybe Representative Black has kept track of them.

know he used to always sayp 'This is changing deadlines

the seventh, eighth or twelfth time,' or whatever it was.

Xou know, reality is tf...that is the case that you have to

keep changing your deadlines, then let's just let it get
done as a part of the process and not have to have

something where we got to go through a whole committee
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procedure and a floor procedure to do that. I think, you

know, we vere the ones, of course, creating the problems on

that but 1 think that was somewhat embarrassing to the

Majority Party and I'm glad that we can try and change

that. Regarding Floor Amendments, this, you know, probably

the one major failing of this Amendment is the fact that it
changes the way that Floor Amendments are handled under the

Rules which we have proposed. And I think that by sending

Floor Amendments to the Rules Committee you accomplish

several things. The first thing is that the Rules

Committee can determine whether or not the Amendment is a

technical Amendment and deserves to go to a standing

committee or deserves to come right back to the House

Floor. That is a positive thing. Why should we send

countless technical Amendments into standing committees to

have hearings on those things? Let's just put them back on
the House Floor where they can go to the second Amendment

process and be attached to the Bill if that is the Will of

the Body. Many, many times on Second Readings

Bills...Amendments just get put on because they are
technical. Secondarily there have been a 1ot of Bills,

since I have been here, where the Amendments really change

the subject matter oë the Bill. Now if you have a Bill

that goes to the Transportation Committee and a11 of those '

of you who will sit on a Transportation Committee are going

to say, 'Hey, wait a minute, I want to see those Bills that

impact this piece of legislation...this type of

legislation.' Maybe it is some...something to do with

hauling agricultural equipment or something like that. And

you feel tbat you have always tried to keep the consistent

viewpoint on that. How somebody files an Amendment that

deals with that subject area but the Bill was over in a

i
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difierent committee, like maybe the Revenue Committee or

some other committee, you are going to say wait a minute

this is a subject matter that really belongs beiore our

committee because we want to consider it, We want to keep

that consistent with the rest of what we do. And it is the

Rules Committee that will take that and look at the

subject matter of it and refer it to that committee which

deals with that subject matter and that is a positive thing
ior this House. There was also a criticism about the term

'reasonable public notice'. And since I was one of those

who probably spent as much time as anybody in the last few

years arguing about notice for Rules Committee meetings, I

went back to find out, you know, if there was any other

type of law or anything that would relate to this and I

found a...an Attorney General's opinion from Roland Burris.

Not even someone from my Party but Roland Burris wrote a

letter to Senator Emil Jones, I believe this was probably

aiter discussing the Rules of the Senate in the 88th

General Assembly and what Roland Burris said was that for

quote, 'For the reasons here and after stated it is my

opinion that to the extent that Rule 3.5 reports to

authorize the Senate Rules Committee to meet' and I would

emphasize these words, 'without giving reasonable public

notice oi its meetings or without including in that notice

a statement of the subjects to be considered at a meeting
is contrary to sub-section 7(a) oi àrticle 4 and is

therefore invalid.' So what we did in crafting these Rules

was to use higher authority. We used the Democrat Attorney

General of the State of Illinois and we put in reasonable

public notice with a statement of the subjects to be
considered. So, you know, I think to try and change that

at this point would be to change what Roland Burris has
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said we should have in this public notice. Al1 in all, I i
I

think that the Amendment to House Resolution 4 is serious,

it is a piece of...it is an Amendment that deserves

consideration. I think that it is lacking because of the

various items that I have just gone through. And I don't
think that this Amendment should change the House Rules as

proposed in HR (House Resolution) 1. And therefore I would

stand in opposition to it and ;'m sure that you will give

the Gentleman his Roll Call Vote, if that is what he has

requested. And 1 would just ask the Members of my side of
the aisle to vote 'no' when we get to that Roll Call Vote.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Houseq''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Currie.''

Currie) ''Thank you, Speaker and Members of the House. I rise in

strong support of the Amendment. First let me point out

that this is not a wholesale rewrite of the Rules that are

proposed in House Resolution 4. You are the Majority
Party, you have a right an opportunity, to run this chamber

the way you think it makes sense to run it. You want to

abolish Congratulatory Resolutions, tine. We do not seek

to restore them in Amendment 1 to the underlying

Resolution. You have the idea, probably borrowed from the

Senate, that maybe it makes sense to have Conference

Committee Reports heard in the Substantive Committee that

first considered that legislation. That seems a good idea,

fine We're for it and we don't try to change that with

House Amendment 1. But there are several areas in which !

think your Rules, your Rules proposal, are seriously

deficient, deficient for the rights of the individual

' Members, both on the Minority side and on the Majority
side. It is these that I think we must.o.we must highlight
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and explain vhy we think that another approach is better.
1I

First, the issue, how many votes does it take to stifle our

voices, to cut off our speech? We have been the Majority

Party and we thought that instead of the mere 60 votes that

you propose, we thought that because we care about public

discussion and shedding the light, as Mr. Churchill so

properly put it, sheddin: the light on the business of this

chamber, that it ought to take a super majority an

extraordinary majority to say to an individual Member, you
don't have the right to speak. We said 79 votes when we're

al1 here, that's the kind of threshold, that's the kind of

barrier to stifling the speech of any individual Member of

this chamber. That was qood enough for us when we were the

Majority but 1 guess it isn't çood enough ior you. You
think 60 votes is plenty; hey, you got 60 votes. When the

debate is over, when it is time to vote on the Bill, you

can have it your way. But why do you think, what are you

afraid of, why is it important to you to say that a mere

minimum number of Republican votes is all it is going to

take to stifle speech on this House Floor? Secondly, the

question of what happens to my Bill? You know I put in a

Bill, a constituent, a neighbor says, 'Hey, Barbara there

is a problem, put in a Bil1.' In the past 1 had an

opportunity for that Bill to be heard in committee. The

Majority Leader assures us that under these Rules the
chances are, 1'11 get that Bill heard. Well, if that is

what you plan to do why. don't you say so in the Rule...my

Bill heard in Committee. What wefre really talking about

here is the opportunity of the 96,000 people I represent to

have their Bills heard in this legislative chamber.

Traditionally we do the hearing in committee but under

these Rules there may be no hearing whatsoever. We heard a
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good deal Irom the new Speaker yesterday about openness,

about accountability, about bringing the public in. We

heard from the Majority Leader this afternoon about
shedding the light on what we do here in the Illinois House

of Representatives. I would encourage al1 of us, you

Members of the Majority Party as well as my friends on this
side of the aisle, you know you quys over there, once in

awhile you probably have an independent thought, a new

approach, a different way of looking at things from your

colleagues. It matters to you as much as it matters to me

that your constituents have the right to have their ideas

heard in this legislative chamber. For those reasons,

Speaker and Members of the House, I urge all of us to adopt

these minimal, reasonable and open suggestions that are

included in House Amendment to House Resolution

Speaker Ryder: ''Further discussion. The Cbair recognizes the

Gentleman from Champaign, Representative Tim Johnson.ff

Johnson, Tim: HI think it's important to address the details of

this Amendment, as well as the details of the Resolution.

But think in doing so it's necessary, specifically

responding and generally responding to the Minority

Leader's comments as well as Representative Currie's

comments, to point out some general issues about these

proposed Rules that are sought to be amended. 1 think they

serve to address several issues in a bigger sense that have

needed to be addressed for perhaps decades. The first is

eiiiciency in government, iair efticiency in government.

This Amendment, if adopted, would eliminate the essence of

HR (House Resolution) 4 its effort to try to make the

process fairly efficient. We've a1l seen overtime

Sessions, welve all seen the last minute Amendments that

never see the light of day, or they do are put together
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in some backroom. ff we have and we do a working Rules

Committee that first considers the germaneness, the purpose

of these various Floor Amendments and then refers them to

the appropriate committee, then we have openness and

efficiency in government. We don't have last minute

gigantic àmendments that are solely desiîned to obstruct

and frankly keep us here often times until July and August.

We all know what our constituents want and they don't want

us here in June, July and August. And this Amendment, ii

adopted, would do precisely the opposite. Secondly, what

this...what this HR (House Resolution) 4 does and what the

Amendment would undo is to open up the process, to bring

sunlight into the process to allov the analysis and

consideration by the elected Representatives of the people

and by witnesses, which by the way would be precluded by

this Amendment/ because there is only a one hour notice

requirement and all we would have is a rump committee

meetins, to bring sunshine to the process. to open up the

process, to 1et the public and to let the Members have the

opportunity, which they have been denied, to see and to

consider issues on their merits. This Amendment would undo

that. This Amendment would also undo, at least in part,

what 1 think is to some people minutiae but to our

constituents it is not minutiae and that is to restore

decorum to the House. 1 think that each one of us, as we

go back in our districts, and has seen school groups that

have come here and various constituents who have been here,

the one consistent comment that I receive and f think a

number of my colleagues on both sides of the aisle received

is that there is no decorum. No one listens to debate, we

don't know who the Members are irom anyone else on the

House floor. And these...these Rules, Representative
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Churchill has proposed do precisely that. They operate

this chamber efficiently...efficiently with fair deadlines,

with full consideration of al1 the issues and with decorum

this House. And I think that is something that is

sorely needed. We don't need obstructionism, we don't need

to have multi page Amendments unrelated to the Bill go back

to a standing committee on a one hour notice when a fair

operating Rules Committee, which everyone intends to have

and which we will have, can first consider those

Amendments. And in many cases we will refer them to the

standing committee. That wouldn't happen under the

proposed Amendment. would also point out that with

respect to several points addressed by the Speaker...by the

Minority Leader, the former Speaker, in his capacity as

Speaker, never in his Rules did anythinq resembling Page 3,

Lines 11 thru 2l, it was never part oi the Rules. It is

something that is here for reasons unknown. The only

reason that we can determine is that it would further

obstruct and further delay the process, we don't want to do

that. We had an election in November, the people spoke and

the purport of Subsection (h) would be to be

obstructionist, would be to be delay and would serve only

to thwart the purposes of the Resolution that

Representative Churchill, the Majority Leader, has offered.
And so I'm sure there's a number of other specific points

that Representative Churchill and others will address. But

think we can't lose sight of the forest for the trees.

And the forest this is an open process, the attempt of

these Rules is to open up this process to the public. The

attempt of these Rules is to restore demeanor to this

chamber. The attempt of this process is to restore

demeanor and decorum to this process and the intention is
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to make for an efficient government where we are not here

in July and August eating up the per diem of the public,

dealing with issues in the manner that this Amendment would

permit. With a11 due respect to the Minority Leader,

former Speaker, these Rules are ones that have been

considered at qreat length, as a matter of fact my own

newspaper contained a quasi-editorial by the Minority

Leader as long ago as a month and a half already analyzing

these Rules in a critical manner. These are ones that have

been long considered, fairly considered and attempt and do

achieve those objectives that we have set out to achieve.

And think they're objectives that are ones that would be
shared by not only people on this side of the aisle but

Members on the other side of the aisle as well. So with

a1l due respect I would urge a 'no' vote on this Amendment

and a 'yes' vote ultimately on House Resolution

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman irom Madison,

Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Just briefly, first of a11 I

would say that the...it is ironic that the Lady from Cook

who stood and talked about the unfairness of some of these

Rules and that certain pieces of legislation and/or
Amendments will not be heard, when I sat in her committee

as a Minority Member of this General Assembly and as what

was fondly referred to as a target. And 1 would be told by

her, as Chair of the Committee, that she was so sorry but

the Speaker, then Speaker, had issued arrcws. said?

'what in the heck is an arrow?' Well, I learned what an

arrow is, it a down arrow that meant that you had no

chance to qet anywhere with your legislation. Now I called

that stifling, they call our Rules stifling. What our

Rules do is place...they make the system work and that is
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one of the things that they oppose because the Minority

Leader is on record here in the local press as sayin: that

he really doesn't want the place to cooperate with the

Governor's Office; he prefers an adversarial relationship.

And we relish a good strong working relationship with the

Governor's Office and with the Senate. The only thing

about these Rules is they make the system open and we a11

know that that's really why the Minority Leader opposes !

these Rules. He does not thrive in a system that is open

to public scrutiny. 1 would remind Members that are here

from last Session and 1et the new Members know that our

Minority Leader on the other side oi the aisle when he was
!

in the Chair had to change his Rules six times during the C

last Session to accommodate one mistake on his part after

another. So I don't want anyone here to think that he

might be disguised as an expert on Rules. I would also say

that the...the remark that he made earlier in reierence to

me in wanting to return to the 50's, I can see how he might I1

misinterpret that because 1 talk about things that were in

the 50's and that I want in the 90's. Chicago Schools

actually graduated a majority of their students in the 50's

and I yearn for that in the 90's. Everyone worked in the

50's and I want everyone to work in the 90's. So you might

think I want to go back when really I want to go forward.

People got married and actually raised their children.

Welfare was not a way of life, taxes were limited and

expectations in this country Were high. And the only bad

news in the 50's, Mr. Minority Leader, was that the

Fighting Irish of Notre Dame were not having good years.

Frank Leahy was on his way out, Terry Brennan had a few bad

years through the mid-fifties and Joe Kubich, if I am

saying the name correctly, did not have great years and
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that's probably the only thing about the 50's that I Would

change. I would much rather, like you, that Notre Dame had

better teams in those years but I don't want to go back to

the 50's, Mr. Minority Leader, Want to go to the 90's and

the prosperity that the 50's best reflected. And so I

would move in opposition to your Amendment to these Rules

and these Rules should be passed clean and clear as the

Majority Leader wishes them to be.''
Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Mr.

LZ Z M * C

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House.

There is much to be said and many questions to be asked

about HR (House Resolution) 4, but we will get to that

later. As for the Amendment sponsored by Representative

Madigan, I rise in strong support. And rather than discuss

each individual section there is just a few that need to be
highlighted. Firstly, as to the issue of deadlines, the

Majority Leader in his comments referred to the fact that
he wants the Members of the Body to be part of the process.

And that he thinks that we should be part of this in an

open way, I don't understand how anyone can think that

allowing the Speaker of the House to set a11 of our

deadlines at his discretion, and then to perhaps then

change them five minutes before the deadline to another

date or another time is leaving us part of the process.

believe that keeps us out of the process as one Member we

used to have here used to call it we would a11 be

mushrooms. And don't think that's what we were elected

to be, think we were elected to know what the process is

about and to know where we are going and what direction

we're goinq and how we're going to get there. So to leave

in the hands of one person a1l of the deadlines of the
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House of Representatives, representing a11 of the people in

the State of Illinois, does not seem to be what we want to

do in representing our constituents. Second, this issue of

Floor Amendments, you know the whole notion of democracy is

that wefre sent here to be a deliberative Body. And

perhaps as we're debating a Bill one of us, after al1 there

is ll8 of us here, perhaps one of us will get an

inspiration. Perhaps one of us, spontaneously, will get an

idea to make a 3i1l better or to fiqure out what can be

done to a 3i1l to change it in a way that would be better

for all the citizens of the State of Illinois. Well the

proposal that will be before us, that this Amendment would

change, would keep us from that spontaneity, would keep us

from deliberating legislation and would put in the Rules

Committee far too much power and would keep us from having

the ability to deliberate and to discuss legislation.

Next, the issue of reasonable public notice that the

Bill...the Resolution and Chief discusses and the Amendment

wishes to change. Reasonable public notice means what?

Most legislation we pass tries to be specific, to tell the

people what it's about and the real point here, as

Speaker Danieks has pointed out on numerous occasions,

since November 8th, is that he wants to bring sunshine to

the process. How does it bring sunshine to the process to

have virtually no notice before a Rules Committee Meeting

where the Rules Committee is expected to be a11 and end a1l

and have a11 power in this Body? How does serve our

purposes and how does bring sunshine to the process to

have people who would like to be at the Rules Committee

Meeting to testify before the Rules Committee or at least

listen to the deliberation of the Rules Committee in that

small room in the back where we usually meet? How does it
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serve the purpose to not give them sufficient time to get

there? To marshal their troops, to marshal their forces,

to be either for against some unknown measure that the

Rules Committee may decide to just pop out. lfter all the
Resolution discusses the fact that all matters before the

Rules Committee are fair game at any meeting. And now we

are going to say that with hardly any notice at all

somehow brings us into the light of day and sunshine into

society to just rush those things through without the

ability of anyone to come and state their case before the

Rules Committee. That isn't sunshine, that's a

continuation oi darkness. addition, the proposed

Amendment would change the proposal by Mr. Churchill that

would take the control of the Bill away from the Chief

Sponsor. It is outrageous at a time where we all work very

hard to be elected to this Body, to come here and through

the tyranny of the Majority by perhaps one vote be told,
'Wel1, you're no longer the Sponsor oi that Bill. Either

we like that Bill and these 60 people are going to take

from you and some other constituency perhaps will reap the

benefits of that legislation or we're going take your

Bill and completely change it.' So that the Bill you

started out with perhaps in a 50 page Bill, they are going

to add the word 'not' in there someplace. So instead of

doing something the law will say we are not going to do

something. And then your legislative record, even though

you are off of it, will be somehow tainted by the tyranny

of the Majority. Wefre here to represent our constituents
and in so doing they expect us to propose legislation and

be in control of our legislation. And throuqh the tyranny

of the Majority taking the opportunity for us to debate

even something that the Majority thinks is bad legislation
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is not Democratic at a1l but in fact takes...when you take !

away the rights of the Minority, you take away everyones'

rights in the State of Illinois. In addition and finally

on the Amendment, the proposal to cut off debate by a

simple Majority is again the tyranny of the Majority. We
!

are here to debate legislation and ideas for a11 the people

of the State of Illinois. And as we debate them even

unpopular ideas should be debated and we're here and we

have a 118 different and 1l8 different people backgrounds

and ll8 different constituencies. And we have the right

and. yes, the responsibility to propose legislation that we

Ilike and to state our case on legislation that's here on

the floor. And if by one vote 1 can be denied the right to

state the case of my constituents on this floor, then you

are denying my constituents and the constituents of many of
!you the right to have their views heard by their elected

oificial that came to this Body to present them. And

iinally on this point, I find it highly unusual that this

portion of the Resolution applies even on Bills that take

71 votes to pass. So without passing this Amendment, if !
E

the Resolution...House Resolution 4 would pass without this

Amendment, you are saying that 60 people on this iloor can

stop debate on a Bill that takes 71 people to pass. That

makes no sense logically, governmentally, or legislatively.
E

And 1 would urge the Sponsor of the Resolution to consider,

if nothing else, at least to consider that. Because it

cannot make any sense to allcw 60 people to stop debate on

a Bill that takes 71 people to pass. For al1 of these

reasons I strongly urge an 'aye' vote on Amendment 41.'' !

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Kane,

Representative Lindner.''

Lindner: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. : rise in support of Mr.
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Churchill's opposition to Floor Amendment #l. Certainly 1
1:

'

our Rules as people have spoken will open up the process
i

but they will also allow us to get business done and

business done in a professional manner. As many have said

it was ridiculous to sit here last year and have 30

Amendments on one Bill, a1l declared germane by the Chair
1

and then to try and make an intelligent vote on that Bill.

Also, I wondered what was happening at the end of the

Session when reams of yellow and pink and green paper kept

coming out of the backroom. And I thought we are suppose I
:

to be the Legislators, who is doing this back there? The

process that we ' have now by having Floor Amendments that !

are proposed in our current Rules to have Floor Amendments

and to have Committee Amendments which the committee does
!

not Want to consider, go back to the Rules Committee vill

certainly curb these wrongs that we have seen in the past !

two gears. First of all, it would be ridiculous to use up

a standing committee's time to have the public come in and !

have a Amendment go straight to the standing committee,

when there are provisions in our Rules 3.8 for the Rules
I

Committee to make decisions on some of those Amendments and !

I think this addresses Mr. Lang's concern if he does get a

bright idea that would serve the best interests of the !

people in the State of Illinois. That Amendment can be

d ided by the Rules Committee under our Rules. Because 'ec

the Rules Committee can approve things that consist of

language that has previously been favorably reported to the

House by a committee or technical or clarifying language or

language o: an emergency nature or languaqe of substantial :

importance to the operation of government or in the best

interest of Illinois. Why take up a standing committee's

time by referring those Amendments back to a standing

1
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committee? But if it is a substantive nature, other than '

what I have just spoken oi then it would be the Rules
Committee that Would best determine what standing committee

that Amendment should be sent to. And I think that our

business will be able to be conducted in a much more

judicious manner if we adopt these Rules. I urge
opposition to Representative Madigan's àmendment and to

support our Rulesm''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair represents...recognizes the Gentleman

from Clinton, Representative Granberg.''

Granberq: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. For a moment let's

distinguish rhetoric from reality. We have heard a great

deal of discussion about open governments and 1 will give

the people who were just elected the benefit of the doubt.
Por my friends on the other side of the aisle who have had

the honor to serve in this deliberative Body. Don't you

understand, do you really believe this, do you really

believe taking rights away from individual Members helps

you, do you really do? We've sat here for years, last year

your party ground the process to a halt by the filing of

Amendments. So apparently you want to try to correct a

policy that you initiated. But that affects every Member,

it doesn't matter if you're Republican or Democrats. We

had Members on this side oi the aisle last year come to

leadership and ask that Rules be chanqed so Amendments

could not be considered on the floor. We had Members on

this side of the aisle who were tired of that process

taking place, of not being accomplished, of limiting

debate. And to the credits of the former Speaker, he did

not do that because we as an institution are suppose to be

a deliberative Body. We were assigned here, we were given

the privilege of serving here by 95,000 people. We al1

i
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have a job to do. For my friends who are Freshmen over E
there you will rue the day you vote for these Rules, not !

!for this Amendment, you should vote for this Amendment.

You will eventually regret this day. When we had

Representative, former Representative Mautino's Rule four
i

years ago you cannot take a Bill away from the Sponsor.
!

Leadership cannot take a Bill away from the Sponsor. That

was a Democratic Member and we did that because it was the !

right thing to do. Representative Kltngler, Representative

Jones, when you have that Bill that deals with the State '

Board of Election and we are in the last days of Session I

and there is some movement on it to change the School Aid

Formula to benefit the collar counties, they can take your

Bill away from gou and impact your local school district.

Is that what you want to do? Do you want to qive

Leadership, whatever party, the right to take your rights

away? The ability to just take your rights away? You were j
sent here by the people, you have an honor to the people,

I
you took an oath yesterday. Don't let this process start

already. 1 beg the Freshmen to consider what you do

because when they do that, you will find out the people

should have the prominent position here, not the ;

politicians.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Dupage,

Representative 3iggert.'' l;

Biggert: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I rise in opposition to the
!

Amendment and in support oj the Resolution. I'm hearing

language from the other side of the aisle that I think I I!

used many times in debate last year. Such as, I represent
I

95,000 people and suddenly it seems like the shoe is on the 1

other foot. I think that with this Resolution and what the I

Amendment is trying to obstruct is a real return to the
I
:
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committee process where Bills are going to be heard in

committees by Members of this Body that have the expertise

in those areas to make decisions and bring those to the

House Floor. So I really think that to have the House

Amendments go back to the substantive committees is

something that is verg important to us. I'm not sure that E

: want to get into specifics but I would like to address

(h) on Page.w.page 3 of the Amendment. And I think that

this would be an obstruction and would be really the Rule !
by the Minority Rule which I'm sure the other side of the

aisle would like to do. But times have changed and I think

that...that we are goinq to find that Bills are going to be

heard and they're going to be heard by the experts and

we're goinq to have deliberation on the House Floor. I can I!
' 

ber many Bills and it just seems like that...that itremem
was said that these Bills...every Bill that we ever

I
presented came out to committee. I seem to remember many '

of mine that never made it out of Rules last year, I don't

see where this is...that this was true that everything was I

heard. Nor were Bills called on the House Floor. I

remember 35 days when none of the Republican Bills were

heard. I remember Special Orders were we went by E

alphabetical order and my name was skipped for some reason.

So J think that wepre going to find that Bills are going to

be heard under these Rules and theydre very fair. I would

urge a 'no' vote on the Amendment.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. We talk a 1ot about efficiency today and that's !

certainly a goal that a11 of us share to make government ;

more efficient. But 1 also want to say that democracy is
I

I
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often very messy, it's not particularly tidy kind of

process. And that efficiency is not always the major goal
when we're talking about arriving at a solution that is the

best for all the people. After all, the most efficient

kinds of government are those that are the most autocratic

and don't allow participation at all. We've been told in

very reasonable and reassurin: tones that it is the

intention to hear a1l Bills in committee and that it is the

intention of Speaker Daniels to let everyone vho wants to

speak in debate and I have no doubt that in most cases that

is going to be true. In the few cases where it is not true

is going to be in those instances where there is the most

controversy, where there are the sharpest differences,

where there is the most cotention and where we need the

most discussion. And in those instances it is now in the

power of the Majority to shut us down, to simply cut off
debate. I believe that is undemocratic and I think that it

is not in the best interests of the people that elected us

as well. I urge support for the Amendment to House

Resolution 4.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Monique Davis.''

Davis, Monique: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'd like to ask a

question of the Sponsor or you.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair...excuse me, the Chair is not in a

position to respond to a question on the content...rather

on questions of procedure. Does the Sponsor of the

Amendment yield for a question?'f

Davis, Monique: ''How many Members...''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Sponsor yields.''

Davis, Monique: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. How many Members are

there in the Rules Committee or on the Rules Committee?''
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Churchill: ''AS proposed by the Republicans?'' I

Davis, Monique: ''Yes, Sir.''

Churchill: ''Eight.'' '

Davis, Monique: ''So, eight Members will sit in the Rules '

Committee. Now according to page 21, Line 17 if you would I

like to refer to Page 2l, Line 17. lt says, bAny Floor

Amendment Joint Action Motion ior final action Conierence

Committee Report or Committee Amendment referred to the

Rules Committee that is not agproved by the Rules Committee

is out of order.' Are those of us who are elected by

95,000 people, are we to turn over our authority or our

ability to pass legislation over to eight people? I...let

me qive you an example of what that means, let's just say
that we have a Bill in reference to the proprietary schools

and this Bill states that each proprietary school has to

put up a bond of, let's say, a $1,000,000. A lobbyist

calls you outside and that lobbyist is from the Cosmetology E

Association and this lobbyist informs you that the '

Cosmetology Association will find many of its schools going '

out of business because they will not be able to afford I

that $1,000,000 bond that this Bill is seeking, that they

put up. So you quickly get stafi to draft legislation that

amends the existing Bill to remove the

cosmetology...cosmetologist trom this legislation. But

according to this Rule, this Amendment that you are

proposing would go to a committee of only eiqht people who

may determine that your consideration cannot be even hailed

or brought before this floor. I know since I have been

here that we've listened to Amendment upon Amendment

sometimes late into the night, giving each individual '

Member his or her right to have the issue heard based upon

the district or group you are representing. And to remove
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that from this Body.w.actually removes the Democratic

process, not only from this side of the aisle but from your

side of the aisle. The purpose may not be in order that

something get voted down or get supported but this purpose

seems to be to stem your ability to even bring it before

the floor. And every elected official in here should have

a right to bring his or her issues before the floor be

voted up or voted down. And to remove that from this

Democratic Body is actually removing the Democratic process

and it's moving close to a titalitorian type government and

I don't think we want that. We were all elected to serve a

group of people, my people did not send me here for eight

people sitting in the back room without benefit oi the

public even hearing what's qoing on. For you to Rule

whether we can hear what the public would like to have

brought betore this floor. lnd I would urge, I would urge

the Members on both sides of this aisle, if you wint to

preserve your right to be here with a purpose that you will

support this Floor Amendment #1. I think would help to

leave a little bit of justice and a little bit of democracy
remaining in the House of Representatives in the State of

Illinois. Thank you.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman irom

Livingston, Representative Rutherford.''

Rutherford: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Before we :et started I

vant to let Mr. Churchill know 1 think he looks nice today,

he dressed well and (f he is on the Rules Committee I want

him to have on the record that : think he dresses fine.

Thank you. The...you know..mas sit here and listen to

this debate, Ifm looking somewhat at a transcript of two

years ago. You know the tyranny of the Majority, the
process of stifiing debate. You are going to hurt us who
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represent 95,000 people. Xou know I wasn't real happy

these past two years in regards to the way that everything l
!

went but a11 in a1l the 11,500,000 people of the State of

Illinois didn't pack up their bags and move away. There I

are more people working in this state than there ever have
I

been. You kno. evolution and change is tough for all. The '
1.

Senate has run smoothly, we're bringing in new ideas in !

regards to going back to substantive committees with the I

Amendments. Evolution and change is tough to take. We '

talk about reasonable notice, 1'm not a lawyer but when the '

IAttorney General of the State of Illinois: a Democrat,
!

helping to define the set of Rules brings in the point

about reasonable notice and requiring subject matter
I

notification, it seems only practical to put it in our
!

Rules. The question that Was brought forward in Amendment !

l from the Minority Leader in regards to having Amendments :

go back to Rules Committee before substantive committee can !

well be addressed in the fact that we can hear, have the l

!change to determine whether they are germane or not. Also,

!highlighting that I see that we have already distributed to

!the Body a proposed Amendment 2 from the Majority Leader
I

Churchill which would require the Sponsor of a Bill to '
1.

agree prior to having the change in the sponsorship noted.
. I

So I think that we will be addressing that in a second

Amendment. I would rise to urge a defeat of Amendment 1

and look iorward to supporting the underlying House

Resolution #4. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.''
i

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Macoupin,

IRepresentative Hannig
.
'' ,

IRannig: ''Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker and Members ot the House. '
1

For most of us yesterday *as a day of great celebration, 1

even for those of us who were on the Minoritg side. I. 1
I
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think it was a great opportunity to be here, to see many of
k

our friends back here, to share an opportunity with our
i

family, to have achieved something, to get...to have gotten !

to the Illinois House of Representatives. And I think it I

was a day of conciliation when the former Speaker Mr.

Madigan offered to simply allow Mr. Daniels to have his day

and to be the Speaker by acclamation. And when Mr. Daniels

talked about openness and notification and havins a role

for the public and the Minority Party. And I think that we

need to keep those things in mind when we start to look at

this first real business before the House of'

Representatives. What does this piece of proposed Rule do?

Well, it wants to limit the floor debate, it vants to

concentrate more power into the Rules Committee and into

the leadership. I mean I don't think that those are the

kind of things that the people who voted on November 8th

wanted us to do. I think that when the people who framed

this Constitution back in 1970 thouqht about the Illinois

House of Representatives, they thought of this Body as

being the Body ot the people, to being a place where

democracy could flourish. To being a place where ideas

could be debated out in the open and that the best ideas

could win today. And I think it is a shame that we are

seeing stifling oi that debate in this proposal. The long

history of open debate in Illinois House of Representatives

is not just something that the Democratic Party has a right
to. It is something that Republicans in the past, when

they had control of this Body, offered to the Minority

Party. Speaker Ryan, who was here yesterday and presided,

offered opportunities to the Minority Party and other j
Republican Speakers and that has been the way this House

1
has operated as far as I can recall. And I think that

1
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those Members who are even more senior than 1 will tell you i

that that has always been the case. So for those Who say

that we need to change the Rules the way this House I
Ioperates, I would suggest that that is not really the
I

answer to the problem. We have a good system, we have had I
I

a good system, we simply need to make the system work. So I

J would urge each and every one of you who have been here I

and who has had an opportunity no* for a few years perhaps

to take a look at this Amendment and decide Whether or not

you really think it is a step forward. I think the

Majority Leader mentioned that he thought these Rules Were '
!very close to what they have in the Senate. Do you believe
!

that the Senate is really a better Body for having !

restricted debate, for having restricted the Minorities !
!

opportunity to debate ideas? I think not. This is not a I

rewrite of your proposed Rules, this Amendment is simply !
I

another jesture by the Minority Party to work with you, in 1
order to fine tune these Rules so that we can make these !

!
new Rules that apply to a1l of us, Democratics and

!
Republicansz better Rules. So 1 would suggest that we !

Iaccept this Amendment and ask the Members on that side of '
I

the aisle to accept this Amendment in a jesture of working j
Itogether in an effort to form a good

, final product. And 1
1

urge for a 'yes' vote.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Bureau,

Mr. Mautino.'' '

Mautino: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. 1 rise in support of the Amendment offered by the

Gentleman from Cook. lt is very ironic and interesting

that we stand here and we talk about opening the process to

the public and to our Members itself. T think Minority

's Amendment does not go far enough. In lLeader Madigan

I
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looking at the underlying Amendment and some of the things

addressed, if we look at our rights as Members in this

Body, if you remember on the standing committee and you
I

are...you resign or leave that committee, you cannot be I

replaced during that term. Pnder the new Rules, if you I

have taken the time to read these, you are going to find I
I

some very interesting things. Don't simply accept the
!

staff analysis. Once you go to the Page l8, Line 27 the !

Rules Committee, Members can be.m.they can be taken ofi the

committee, reappointed. So we have created basically

revolving door on a graveyard for the Bills of the Members

of this Body. 'When we look at the...that Rule in

specifically it doesn't state hcw many times that Member

may be replaced and then we concentrate a11 powers into the

Rules Committee. For those of you who aren't aware in the

88th General Assembly, tor those of you who are new, we

dealt in the House with 1,255 pieces of legislation, which

now upon introduction would go directly to the Rules

Committee. The Senate dealt with 1,843. If we vant to be !

generous on the Amendments, we'll say about 66 or I

two-third's of the Amendments were filed on Bills. That is '
1

another 2,000. Add in the Conference Committee Reports,
I

noW you are going to delegate to eight Members: five I

appointed by the Speaker, three appointed by the Minority I

' t say 10 000 pieces lLeader, complete control over 1et s jus ,
I

of legislation or motions that we are goin: to deal with.
I

We meet 60 days a year, if Members believe that we're going j

to hear l00 pieces of legislation or motions per day, I
day webre here, you will not, that will not happen, levery

I
that is not acceptable. It's also very interesting to

I
notice, if you go to Paqe 56, Line 29, on Appropriations j

Conference Committee Reports, the Rule says that it will go I

I
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back to a standing Appropriation Committee and then in

parenthesis, unless it remains in Rules. Now Rules, as you

heard earlier, has to give reasonable notice. So it is j
conceivable that we could have a Conference Committee,

I
let's say a 1,200 page budget that returned, which will be I

i Body excuse me, eight. ldecided on by five Members of th s ,
I

ïou know, ! kind of look at the process a little bit I

different. I have a tremendous respect for a11 Members in '

this Body and the fact that you're here says that you have

agreed to come down and take on the fights for your

districts, carry the burdens, the hopes, for your people

and to stand on the fact that you made it through an

elections says that your shoulders are broad and your knees

will not buckle. If you pass these Rules as individual

M bers y0u Will bend and you Will buckle, guaranteed. 'em

It's very simple, if you go back, a little bit of history I

of this place may help you to understand. When I came '
I

here, I'm actually a child of the Assembly, and 20 years I

ago l stood almost exactly where I stand today as the new '
I

Speaker Daniels took the oath of office for the first time.
!

Throuqh the course I've Watched changes and listened to I
Ichanges in the Rules by both Parties and by Leadership who
!

controlled the chamber at different times. We had the cut j

back Amendment, which took and it reduced the power of the l
I

Minority in every district in the State of Illinois, I

further consolidating power. And then we see a breakdown I
oi the committee process where our rights as Members have

been taken and pushed into the form of Leadership. So now

we have to go on bended knee and that's not what you were

sent here for. We have gone from representing our

districts to what they used to call in the papers the

circle of ten, the power that decided the State of I
I
i
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Illinois. To after...if the underlying lmendments or the
' j

underlying Resolution is adopted, a caucus that will decide

the iate in your districts in the State of Illinois that !
I

could meet in a phone b00th or at best an elevator. This j
is not why they sent you here, I believe that the !

ISpeaker.. .not used to calling him Minority Leader yet, but
!

1 believe that the Amendment offered by Representative
!

Madigan is in the best interest of the people of the State

of Illinois, oi your districts and of the Members, each of ,

you individually. Please support this Amendment.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from '
I

Vermilion, Mr. Black.''

Black: ''Thank you Mery much, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen ot
!

the House. I'm sure it is no surprise to my colleagues on .

the other side of the aisle that I rise in opposition to I

Floor Amendment #l. And I Would like to summarizer if I !
Icould and if you Will bear with me, some of the things that
I

we have heard. My good friend and colleague who now toils,
I

I hope or I think, as Floor Leader on the Minority side of
!

the aisle, the Gentleman from Clinton County who I have I

looked up to these past two years, I have looked up to him I

because his office was on the fourth floor and mine was on !

the third. He said something about reality versus I
irhetoric

. I want to come back to this in a minute and
I

share some thoughts with you on it. 3ut you know the
I

reality is, that we now stand in the shoes that many of you
ihave stood in for the last dozen years

. And if you will I
:

sit back in your chair and close your eyes, as I have done I

Ithe last few moments
, the rhetoric sounds very familiar to

I
me. 1 think it sounds a 1ot like what I used to talk about

when gou vere drafting the Rules. 3ut 1et me come back to
1

reality versus rhetoric, another one of my colleagues on I

I
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the other side of the aisle said, 'We wanted to bring

sunshine to the process. Speaker Daniels wants to bring

sunshine to the process but oh contrar, this isn't it.' I

submit to you, look out the Window but an hour ago if you

ion 4 was !think I am exaggerating, when House Resolut

conceived and delivered on this floor but a few short hours
I

ago, the fo: that has shrouded this Capitol Dome for the hi
last three days lifted, lifted my friends, and the sun

shone on the Capitol of this great State of Illinois once
:again. We promised sunshine to the process, we've already

delivered. To another one of my colleagues on the other

side of the aisle who said, 'In righteous indignation there

was somethinq in this Resolution that could take away the

sponsorship of a Bi1l.' Oh good heavens, now you may not

of had that in your Rules but I can tell you I have been ;

here for the last nine years and I have been told on more

than one occasion. 'If you want this Bill, to move and it

is a good Bill Representative Black but it has a bad .

Sponsor, Representative Black, if a Democrat would be the

Sponsor the Bill could then perhaps wind...wind its way

though the process.' I cannot count how many Bills T 1

conceived and gave birth and nurtured only to lose sometime :

between Second and Third Reading on the floor of this

House. But it was a11 right because I knew most of you who

picked up my Bills were good foster parents and you gave :
E

the Bill a good home and you did what you said you would

do, you would pass the Bill. Take away the sponsorship,

good heavens, I'm sure you are shocked that that might
!
!

happen in this process. A last thought, someone got up on

the other side of the aisle and said and I quote, 'The

Republicans must want to quash independent thought.' We
!

have no mugs over here with a little ducky on them, '
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iremember when the Speaker, hok quickly I have iorgotten his I

name. The Tribune called the Members of the Majority Party
the Ducklings and they all followed the Speaker and quack, '

quack, quack, quack, quacked. So many of you who have been

here have one of those mugs. 1...1 have one of those mugs

because I was told if I didn't quack, 1 couldn't move some E

of my legislation. Two years ago, let me read to you
:

Amendment to House Resolution 44, which was the Rules at
l

the time two years ago in this chamber, sponsored by then

Speaker Michael Madigan. This was Amendment 48 that was !

subsequently adopted and 1et me read to you what this I

Amendment was. No notice of posting is required for any

meeting of the Rules Committee convened to consider Bills '

pursuant to Subsections A (4,5,6) of this Rule. I repeat I
!

that no notice of posting is required for any meeting of

the Rules Committee. That was your Rule two years ago,

granted you subsequently changed that Rule on the advise of

Roland Burris. Let me add something else that was in

Amendment 48 to your Rules. Just two years ago, Bills may

be discharged from the Rules Committee only by unanimous
l

consent. Bills may be discharged fron the Rules Committee

only by unanimous consent. That's certainly creatin: !

independent thought. Now you are upset at what some of our
i

Rules say, I would say if you want to blame us, look in the '

mirror, we are your children. There are only six

Republicans who have ever served in this Body in the
i

Majorityp the rest cf us have toiled and labored under gour

Majority Rule since we have been in this chamber. Perhaps,
my fellow colleagues on the other side of the aisle,

perhaps you taught us too well. Perhaps we want to follow

in your footsteps too closely. But as you sometimes had to

change your Rules, perhaps we'll have to change some of

1
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ours. Hopefully not 14 times in a three Week period but

we'll certainly take a look at that. Last but not least,

reality versus rhetoric. I have a column from the Chicaqo

Tribune, fine newspaper, lovely city, January 13, 1993,

headline, 'Clever Maneuver May Have Edgar Playing by

Madigan's Rules in the End.' How, what this says and let

me just take a couple of quotes, there is some really neat

quotes in here by Thomas Hardy. I won't quote a11 of them.

But let me see ii I can quote just a few, reality versus

rhetoric. 'The changes House Democrats voted for last week

gave Speaker Madigan controlled Rules Committee more power

than ever. The panel can noW prevent the full chamber trom

voting on Amendatory Vetoes by Edgar whenever Madigan deems

that the Governor has abused his power to rewrite

legislation. The Governor's changes would die if a

legislative chamber does not vote on them. This has been a

priority with Mr. Madigan, dating to his feuds with Edgar's

GOP predecessor, former Governor James Thompson. The Rules

Committee will also now give the thumbs up or down to end

of Session Conference Committee Reports before the full

House can even see them. These Reports ostensibly are to

reconcile variations in legislation between the House and

Senate but they often Wind up containin: major proposals
having nothing to do with the original Bill.' I continue

from Mr. Hardy's column, 'If imitation is the sincerest

form of flattery, then Mr. Madigan paid Philip a

parliamentarian's compliment. The provision on Conierence

Reports was a major component of the Republican's new
Senate Rules. But whereas, Philip's intent was to enhance

the authority of the Senate Committee process, Mr.

Madigan's was designed to shorten the already taut leash on

his Democrats' independent thought. 'Part and parcel of
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that effort finally was a new Rule that required a

Ithree-fifth vote rather than a simple majority for House

lawmakers to appeal a ruling by the Speaker and thus

proceed with a piece of legislation.' As Mr. Hardy

continues, 'In other Words, blocks within the Majority such
as the black and hispanic caucus, downstaters, Women and

Daley Democrats cannot now peel off from Madigan to join
forces with the then 51 Republicans for the 60 votes it

would require to pass a coalition initative over the

objection, in other vords, to overrule the Chair. The new
requirement of 71 votes to overrule the Chair will be nay,

impossible to qet. Although his own Members have often

toiled over the years under the special orders Madigan

designed to erode the power of House Republicans, remember

even if a Bill gets tbrough committee it must get through

special orders for floor consideration. And these new

Rules mean individual Democrats have even less autonomy.'

Reality versus rhetoric. I don't see why we have to be

here until midnight or two or three o'clock in the morning

debating this, you tausht us well. Some of our Rules will

be more open than we thought yours were, your position will

be that some of our Rules will be more closed to you than

yours were to us. And that debate can continue throughout

the Session. And I would hope that we could reach out if

we truly find that any of us have made a honest error in

judgment that we could correct these Rules. This isn't the
Constitution, but I would hope we not have to go through

every...every Amendment that will be offered today and two

hours of debate when all you have really done is for the

first time in some of your political careers, you are now

beginning to see how uncomfortable it can be to stand in 1
the shoes of the Minority. Something I have tried to tell

I
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you for the last four years and you had a good time often

at my expense. I rise in opposition to Floor Amendment #l.

I urge favorable action on the Majority Leader's
Resolution. Let's get on with the Rules and get on with

the business of the House.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Mr.

Morrow.''

Morrow: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I am going to be very brief. You knov, some of the

comments that I have heard during this debate were needed,

some of it wasn't needed. We really could have just
brought this to a vote, you guys got the vote. you've got

the votes to do whatever you want, that's the bottom line.

But the reason why 1...1 rise to...to say a few words, I'm

sayinq this to some of the new people here, I've been

around here going on eiqht years now, over eight years.

And there's Democrats on this side, there's Regublicans on

that side but I'm going to tell you, you are going to find

out and most of the votes that youfre going to make down

here is not about Democrats, it is not about Republicans,

this is about taking care of your district. And the only

way that you are going to get reelected is by taking care

of your district. Leadership has their own agenda and that

agenda does not necessarily include getting you re-elected,

whether youdre a Republican or Democrat. So my varning to

a1l Members, if you want to come back here two years from

now and have your family and everybody partyinq and saying

what a good guy you are, you better show some independence.

Yes, I'm a Democrat but as many of the Members on this side

of the aisle know, I have jought the Minority Leader when

he was the Majority Leader. T was...I was with him more
than I was against him but he knows that he has to count my
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vote separately when he wants to get votes. And that's
:

what you have been sent down here to do, not be a lackey. j
And, yes, Democrats did some wrong things to Republicans 1
and many times I didn't qo along with what we did to you

guys and, yes, there is a thing called payback but first of

a1l I thought we were all adults here. lf we aren't

suppose to be adults elected to represent 95,000 people, I

think we need to :et above some of the pettiness that 1 see

is qoing to happen this spring. Somebody says that we want

to make the House like the Senate. Well, 1'm going to tell 1
XOU, I don't Want to be iike the Senate. DO you knoW why? . 1

1Because the Senators are like.. .most of them are older than 1
us, most of them are more set in their ways than us. The

purpose of the House is to include all the people and yes

1we might go too fast
. But then that is the purpose of the

Senate to say, 'Hey guys, slow down.' But now we are going

to say slow in the House and slow in the Senate! Well many

of you better bring blankets and pillows in because it is

going to get real dull. I like the House the way it is, I

like to debate, I like the fact that all the Members have

an opportunity to bring out their ideals, whether I agree

with them or disagree with them. But to you Freshmen there 1
1were a 1ot of Democratic Freshmen that lost their elections

in November and it wasn't because of any sweep by the

Republicans. 7ou know why? They didnft represent their

district and 1 told them, you don't represent your

district, you won't get back down here. Take it srom a

five term Representative, represent your district and you 1
1will be back. Your agenda gets you reelected, not

Leaderships.''

Speaker Ryder: /Is there any further discussion on the Amendment
I

to the Resolution? There being no further discussion, the I
I
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Chair offers to the Sponsor oi the Amendment the
!

opportunity to close.'' :

Madigan: ''Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of the House,

've had a very full debate. In conclusion and in 1we
summary, I would simply like to characterize this àmendment

ber's Bill of Rights. That is all it is, you have 1as a Mem
listened to the explanation, you have listened to the

responses. Every element of this Amendment is designed to

enhance the rights of Members of the lllinois House of

Representatives. It is a Member's Bill of Rights. And 1

would move for the adoption oi the Amendmentm''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Gentleman has asked for a Roll Call Vote and

1a Roll Call Vote shall be granted. The Gentleman moves the 1
adoption ot Amendment l to House Resolution #4. Those in

favor vote 'aye'; those opposed vote 'nay'. The voting is
' j

open . Representat ive Wi rsing votes ' no ' . Have a11 voted '

ho wi sh? Have all voted who wi sh? Have a11 voted who 1w
wi sh? Mr . Clerk , take the record . On thi s quest ion , the

ayes are 52, thé nays are 64. And Amendment 1 to House
1Resolution 4 is defeated

. Mr. Clerk, are there any other

Amendments?''

Clerk McLennand: ''Amendment 42 offered by Representative

Churchill.'' j
''Representative Churchill on Floor Amendment 42 to 1Speaker Ryder:

House Resolution 4.,'

Churchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. To prove that this is a brand new day, I want to

offer this Amendment. What thts Amendment does is to
1recognize a point that was raised by the Minority side,

that I think was a valid point. And they said that a 3il1
I

should not be taken away from the Sponsor without the 'I

Sponsor's approval and I think that that is a good thinq to I
I
I
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have in this House. I think we ouqht to do that so I have

arranged to have this àmendment prepared. And basically I
Iwbat this says is that the principal sponsor has to be in
1

agreement before the Bill can be taken away from the I
1principal Sponsor

. As long as we were making that change,
1.

we made a couple of other technical changes and I Would I
1.read those now into the record. We have the cross
I

reference to the Rules Committee to supplement section on I
!discharge which is currently the way the Senate Rules
I

operate. We clarified the reference, to suspend Committee 1

IPosting Rules and we changed from three to five the number
I

of Rules Committee Members would be necessary for the

Isuspension of special orders
. And at this point 1 would :

move adoption of Amendment 42 to House Resolution #ê.''

ISpeaker Ryder: ''Representative Churchill moves the adoption of

Amendment #2. ls there any discussion? And on that, the I
1Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook

, Minority Leader

Madigan.''

Madigan: ''Question of the Sponsor.''
I

Speaker Ryder: ''Would the Sponsor yield?''

IMadigan: ''On this Amendment. Question of the Sponsor on this !
I

Amendmentw'' I
!

Speaker Ryder: ''Would the Sponsor of this Amendment yield for i
questions? He indicates that he will. Representative I

IMadigan
.
,

I
Madigan: ''Mr. Churchill, 1 understand that part of this Amendment I

is designed to correct some drafting mistakes that were
1

made earlier' is that true?'' I
'' h t is correct.'' 1Churchill: T a

I

Madigan: ''And I earlier heard Mr. Stephens talking at length I
Iabout mistakes. Have you revieved this with Mr. Stephensr'
I

Churchill: 1,1...1 think that Mr. Stephens will approve this./ I

1
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Madigan: ''Okay. Well, that makes me feel a lot better.''

Churchill: ''Yes. This is a l990's Resolution and I think he I

likes those.''

Madigan: ''So I would move to agree with the Majority Leader and 1
support the Motion to adopt the Amendment.'' I

Speaker Ryder: ''Upon that sentiment, does the Gentleman from

Clinton wish to speak? The Chair recognizes the Gentleman I
I

from Clinton, Mr. Granberg.'' I

Granberg: PWi11 the Gentleman yield?'' I
1.

speaker Ryder: ''The Gentleman indicates that he will.'' I
Granberg: ''Representative Churchill, does this actually change

the Rules or could that Rule be suspended previously? How

many votes would it take to suspend that Ruler'

Churchill: ''l'm sorry, Representative, we...We didn't quite hear

what you said.''

Granberg: ''When you're at... The purpose of this Amendment is to

try to correct a policy change that you thought necessary.

That fact the Leadership will not take a Bill away from the .

Sponsor without his or her approval. That was my

1understanding when you explained the Amendment. ls that
correct?''

Churchill: ''Correct.''

Granberg: ''A part of that is to...''

Churchill: ''Part of this Amendment is to allow the principal

Sponsor the right to agree or disagree with taking away the

sponsorship of his Bill. I hope 1 have answered you

correctlyv''

Granberg: ?'Can that...can this portion of the Rule be suspended?''

Churchill: ''The answer is yesq'' I
Granberg: ''So the arguments, the previous Rule under the previous

I
General Assembly was that the Sponsor of a Bill could not I

have that Bill taken avay from him or her without their
I
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' h t correct?'' 1approval. :sn t t a

Churchill: ''Would you juot sight that reference in there in your
current...in the Rules of the previous Session?''

Granberg: ''Section 35.1. Subsection (c)''

Churchill: fAnd if I understand your question correctly' you're

asking ii that Rule could have been suspended and from what

1 am reading that that rule could have been suspended

al5o?''

Granberg: ''Under the previous Rules it took 6...71 votes to

suspend that portion of the Rule. Now how many votes does

it take with your Amendment to suspend the Rule that you in

fact can take the 3ill away from that SponGor?''

Churchill: ''A majority of those elected which would be defined as

60 votes.''

Granberg: ''So, it takes 60 votes and you can still take a Bill

from, away irom a Member. This is, this is no policy

change that youfre going to support a Member's riqhts. you

can still take a Bill away from a Member, isn't that right?

I thought this was a new General lssembly, a new day, we're

going to change this. We're qoing to protect Member's

rights, you thought you made an error.''

Churchill: ''If this is the wish of the Body to do that at that

time, then that, that would be done. Just as it could of

been done under the previous House.''

Granberg) 'This is a drafting error. If you'd like: we can amend

the, amend this Amendment on its face to increase it to 71

as the previous kule. Would gou be amenable to that?''

Churchill: ''No.''

Granbergl ''And I would so move.''

Churchlll: ''I'm not so amenable to it. Do you have your rights

under the current Rules to do whatever you wishv''

Granberg: ''So, this is not a great policy change. This ts no
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change whatsoever to support Memberfs rights. So, let's l

not try to tell everybody it is. You can still take the 1
I

votes. You can take the Bills away trom Members and that's I
hat ke ' re here to talk about , protect ing Members r ights IW :

I
and the Members, the rights of their constituents. This I

't do a dang thing and you know it.'' ldoesn
1.

Churchill: ''We11, 1'11 tell you a little story. When I tiést I
Icame down here 12 years ago 1 had a great Bill and J
1.

drafted it with some lanquaqe that I created myself and I I
I' introduced that Bill and you know there wa5 a Bill that was I

introduced almost immediately behind that. And that Bill I
I

was the same as my Bill, with the same languaqe in it. And j

there was a new Sponsor on that 3ill, it wasn't me, and l
1.

Representative Madigan passed that Bill. It was a great I
IBill and I remember holding a press conference with him and
I

he got done he introduced himself and said here's what the 1
IBill is and now Representative Churchill will explain to
I

you what it does and I lost my Bill. But I went on with I
IRepresentative Madigan and we did get it passed out of the ;1

House due to his influence. So, 1 want to tell you that I
I

you can say What you want to but the practical reality of I
it is that we've a1l lost Bills on this side of the aisle I

over the last 12 years and whether you've got 71 votes or I

60 votes or whatever, when you're forced to give up your
Iown Bill it's not a comfortable thing, it's not a nice

thing, but that has been reality.'' I

Granberg: ''What we're talking about, Representative, is a policy

of this Body. That Members have certain rights and certain

obligations with their constituents and they come here as a I
deliberate person in this Body which is one of the finest

I
in this country. And now you're taking away those rights

and you can take you and your Leadership and the Member can

1
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take someone's Bill away from them, whether it's Republican i

or Democrat, it does not matter. As a matter of policy you

i 1 islation away from one Member anycan take the r eg ,

Member, it does not matter. It does not matter What Party,
I

it does not matter whom they represent or What section of 1
Ithe state

, you can take their le:islation away from them.
I

And that's what were talkin: about, the ability to 1et you I
Ido that

. I just want to make this clear, this is no great
I

policy change. Thank you.'' !

Speaker Rydert ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Mr. I
I
1

Balthis: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'd just like to make a l
I

comment. As a freshman down here in 1991 I went into a I

committee meeting with House 3i11 125, which was an I
1outstanding Bill and I didn't have the privilege of 60 ' I

people taking my Bill away from mep I had the privilege of I
Ithe Chairman of the Committee telling me halfway through '
I

that Committee hearing, 'Mr. Balthis, with another Sponsor I
:

'

Iyou...your Bill will pass.' And that Bill was given to a
I

Democratic Sponsor and it did pass, and it was an excellent I

Bill. So, I feel very comfortable with 60 Members deciding

whether 1 keep a Bill because when it Was the Democrats j
in control, one Member, the Chairman of the Committee Iwere

would decide.'' I

Speaker Ryder: HThe Gentleman from Cookz Mr. iang.'' 1
I

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Ryderk ''The Sponsor indicates that he would yield.'' Il

Lang: ''Thank you. Mr. Churchill, did I understand you to say

when you stood up to present the Floor àmendment 2 that you I
i

heard our comments here and that gou felt that a chanqe was '
1.

appropriate because you didn't want the riqhts oi the !
I

Sponsor of the Bill to be taken away from themr'
I

I
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Churchill: ''That's correct and I believe that the practice of

this side of the aisle vill be to allow Members to keep l

their legislation. I don't believe that the practice will

change and I think that you can have the Rules that you had

before, or the Rules that you have today, but if you do the

practice the way it was done in the previous

administration, you have affectively taken people's Bills

away for a long, long period of time. I hope that never

happens.''
I

Lang: ''You did say however, I just Want to understand the purpose
of this. The purpose was that we noted on this side of the

aisle that a Majority of the House could decide that a Bob
I

Churchill Bill could become a Lou Lang Bill and you didn't '!

think that after listening to us that that was an

appropriate thing to do, is that correct?''

Churchill: '1I thought that we ought to state in our Rules, make a
1statement that the agreement of the Sponsor is an important

thing and that's why I've added this.''

Lang: ''If, if a Majority under your original Resolution could
take a Bill away from you and give it to me and if 60 votes i

can suspend the Rule as amended by your Amendment, then

tell me what the difference is between 60 people voting to

take your Bill and giving it to me or 60 people voting to

suspend the Rule that requires my authority, or your I
I

authority to do that in accomplishing the same task.''

Churchill: ''Because I believe if the Sponsor gives us agreement

you make get the 60 votes.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Mr. Speaker, to the...to the Amendment. I
I

don't think that there's anyone on this side of the aisle

that misunderstands what this is, but perhaps there are

people on that side of the aisle. Perhaps Mr. Churchill

has boxed himself into a corner and doesn't really realize !

1
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what he has done. Perhaps he doesn't realize that the

proposal he makes is.m.ts no proposal at all and perhaps he

doesn't realize that he may of intended do somethin:

different and now be can't explain his way out of but

what he's done Ladies and Gentlemen, is nothing. The

proposal here on Floor Amendment is nothing. 60

people can take your 3i11 away, under the original

Resolution and the Amendment says that 60 people, that 60

people can't take your Bill away unless 60 people say they

can do anyway, then what have we done? And if Mr.

Churchill starts his comments by saying that we don't think

the Sponsor should lose control of their Bill by 60 votes,

then what we have here is a sham. What we have here is no

proposal at all, no change at all, and if you vote for

Floor Amendment 42 you will do nothing except create more

paperwork and create something for them to do Enrollinq

and Engrossing as they mix these two together. The bottom

line is 60 people can still take your Bill from you and

give to some other person in this Body. That is not

What our constituents elected us to do, perhaps that's not

what Mr. Churchill intends. Perhaps he intends somethin:

else, he does he should change this so that this Rule

could only be suspended by 7l, which was what the original

plan was as we've been working under for the last two

years.

thinks

There is no sense at a1l to this. Anyone who

they're votkn: for something positive or even

something different than the original Resclution by votinq

for this Amendment just kidding themselves, just kidding
themselves. If your Bills are important to you, if the

time you spend with staff and the time you spend with

constituents and, yes, the time you spend with lobbyists,

and the time you spend in LRB and the time you spend
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talking to each other in bars and restaurants about the

Bills you care about is important to you, then you must

realize that this is a sham. That the section of this, of

the original House Resolution A relative to taking a Bill

away from the Sponsor is a sham, and that there is no

change here at all. And if these things are important to

you, your Bills are important to you. then you must

rebel against this and you must tell Mr. Churchill

resoundingly that what he's proposing here is not in the

best interest of the citizens of the State of Illinois and

not in the best interest of the Members of this House of

Representatives.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Gentleman from Will, Mr. Wennlund.''

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen oi the

House. Today from the other side of the aisle I've heard

three terms: unfairness, rights of the Minority, tyranny

of the Majority. Now those terms have been absolutely
arcane to your side of the aisle for the last years.

This Amendment was supported by the Minority Leader. As

Representative Black said, the fog has lifted, it's coming

back and we have a lonq drive tonight. So, let's support

the Amendment, let's put it on, adopt the Rules so we can

a1l get home at a decent hour traveling through the fog.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Minority Leader, the

Gentleman from Cook who had previously spoken debate,

for what purpose do you rise, Sirr'

Madigan: ''To admit a mistake, so as represented to me I

mistakenly thousht the Amendment did what my Members want

to do and in light of Mr. Wennlund's comment that I

offered my support for the Amendment, I want to show you

hoW courageous am, I'm going to withdraw my support ior

the Amendment.''
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Speaker Ryder: 'The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook, I

Representative Currie.''

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker and Members of the House. First, I

would like to join the earlier remarks of Representative

Rutherford with respect to Representative Churcbill's tie.

1 think it's smashing, too. 1 think Representative

Churchill when be oiiered this Amendment to us dtd think he

was making a policy change from the language in the

underlying House Resolution 4. I think he meant it.

Unfortunately, when we pointed out to him that he had made

no policy change, he didn't take the obvious and easy step

of trying to correct that error himself. So, I Would for

Members of this House who care about their rights as

principal Sponsors of legislation of Bills, I would offer

this Motion for our consideration. On page six of the
E

Amendment, I would insert before the word, 'provided' this

sentence: 'This subsection may only be suspended by an

aëfirmative vote of 71 Members.' I urge that Motion, I

urge its adoptions. I would appreciate a Roll Call Vote

and : certainly would appreciate Mr. Churchill's support, '

splendid tie and a1l because I believe that's what he

thought his Amendment would do.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair acknowledges that a Roll Call Vote has

been requested and one vill be granted. The Chair

recognizes the Lady from Dupage, Representative Biggert.''

Biggert: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I think that there, that we're still have missed,

that there is a difference between the Amendment and what

has been said, is that there is a difference between

suspension.m.''

Speaker Ryder: ''For what purpose is recognition sought, and vho

is seeking it? Representative Lang.''
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Lang: ''A point of order. there's a Motion on the floor...''

Speaker Ryderl ''Please state your point.''

Lang: ''Point of order is there is a Motion on the floor and there

should be no iurther debate on the Amendment until the

Motion is resolved.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair acknowledged that a Roll Call Vote will
!

be granted. What Motion was stated? ' The Chair recognizes

. the Lady from Cook, Representative Currie.''
I

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker. 1 believe I stated clearly that I '

was makinq a Motion to amend àmendment 2 on its face by the I

addition of a single, straightforward sentence. I would be
I

happy to repeat the Motion for the Chair if you like.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair would so request.'' I

Currie: ''Okay. 1, my Motion was that we amend on it's face the
l

Amendment 42 so that on line six of the Bill

(sic-Amendment) by inserting before the word, 'provided' '

the following sentence. The sentence to read: 'This
l

subsection may only be suspended by an affirmative vote of E

71 Members.d'' 1

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair is under the understanding that such a

Motion should be in writing but the Chair will allow that

Motion to be heard. Did the Lady request a Roll Call Vote

on that oral Motion?''

currie: ''I did indeed.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Then we vill proceed to a Roll Call Vote on the

Motion. Is there any discussion on that Motion? Seeing '

none, the Chair would allow a vote to be taken for the oral

Motion of the Lady to amend on its face the Amendment of :

Representative Churchill. Those in favor of the Lady's I

Motion should vote 'aye'; those opposed to the Lady's

Motion should vote 'nay'. And the voting is now open.

Representative Lang, ëor what purpose do you seek
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recognition?''

Lang: ''We1l? I think it's in the nature of a point of order,

since we are voting on a Motion it would be appropriate

that the Clerk place on the board the Motion were voting on

so that no Member of the Body is confused that werre voting

on Floor Amendment 2.r'

Speaker Ryder: 'The Chair granted the extraordinary courtesy to

the lady who would of been required to place her Motion

into writing so that we could vote on it and in addition
!

the Chair is allowing this roll call vote. The Chair Will

clarify for the record that we are voting on the lady's '

oral Motion to amend Floor Amendment 2, sponsored by

Representative Churchill. I hope that clarifies it ior you
!

Representative. Representative Lang.''
. 1

!
Lang: ''We11, in fact I wasn't being critical, I was just

commenting that as we go through this Session, that Members !

look up at that board and maybe they don't always here what
l

the Speaker is saying and we vant to make sure that they

r I isee up on that board what we re talking about. It s no

criticism of the Clerk, it's early in the session, it is

just a comment.''
Speaker Ryder: ''In addition, 1'm...1'm advised by the Clerk that !

it's not electronically possible to do that on a Motion on !

its face. I believe the issue's been clarified, your

position has certainly been noted. Have all voted vho

wish? Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish?

The Clerk shall take the roll. On the Ladys oral Motion to

amend Floor Amendment #2, there are 52 voting in iavor, 64

voting against and the Motion is denied. Js there any !

further discussion on Floor Amendment 2? See in none, I
(

would the Sponsor of Floor Amendment 42 wish to close on

the Amendment? Representative Churchill.''
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Churchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In the interest of time as

time does go on and a lot of people have real long rides

home in rather nasty weather. I would just move for I

adoption of Floor Amendment 42 to House Resolution 44.19

Speaker Ryder: ''Is there a request for a Roll Call Vote on this

Amendment? There being no further discussion, the question

is, 'Shall Amendment 41 be adopted?f A11 right. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Mr. Madiganm''

Madiqan: ''Very briefly, ordinarily ve vould agree to this Motion

and not request a record vote but in light of how the

Amendment is drafted, why we're put into a position where,

where we simply don't want to support any language which !

denies a Member's right to maintain the control of their
IBill. And you've stated in the record that you agree with

us on that but you're not doing it in this Amendment. So, I
I

consequently we have to stand in opposition to the

Amendment.'' ;

Speaker Ryder: ''I understand your oppositionr I've not yet heard

a request for a Roll Call Vote. Was that the intent?

Therers been a request for a record vote. The Chair will 1

grant that request. Those in favor of Floor Amendment /2

to House Resolution 4, please vote 'aye'; those opposed

'nay'. The voting is open. Representative Moffitt, for
!

what purpose do you rise?''

Moffitt: ''Thank you, Mr Speaker. I'd like to be recorded as a

'yes' vote but my switch will not come on here.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Moffitt will be recorded as 'aye'.

Have all voted who wish? Have all voted who wish? Have
r

all voted who wish? The Clerk shall take the roll. Floor
I

Amendment 42 on this vote having received 64 votes in

favor, 52 votes against is hereby adopted. Mr. Clerkr are
:

there any further Amendmentsr'
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Clerk McLennand: ''No further Amendments.r'

Speaker Ryder: RHouse Resolution 44 is now before us as amended.

Is there discussion on that? Representative Churchill.''

Churchill: ''Again, thank you, Mr. Speaker. In the interest of

time and to make sure that everybody has a safe ride home,

I believe that from our side we've discussed the Resolution

to its iullest extent. I could be happy to answer any

questions and then proceed to a vote at the appropriate

time. I would move adoption oi House Resolption #4.'1

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Mr.

Madigan.''

Madigan: ''For the purpose of two questions and then to speak to

the Motion. So, question 41 directed to the...''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Sponsor yields.''

Madigan: 'L ..Majority Leader concerning the Rule relative to
posting notice by the Rules Committee. The Rule provides

that the notice must include a statement of the subjects to
be considered but also provides that a1l such legislative

measures shall be deemed posted for hearing by the Rules

Committee for all oi its meetings. These two provisions

appear to be contradictory. Is the Rules Committee

required to post each Bill that may be considered for each

meetin: or is that not the case?''

Speaker Ryder: ''Representative Churchilla''

Churchill: ''We could move this along quickly if you could just
site me the Rule number you're in.'' Madigan: OAgain it

would be the posting notice by the Rules Committee and

we're searching to give you the number just now.f'
churchill: ''I'm sorry.''

Madigan: ''Page 18, line 27.''

Churchill: ''The answer would be that every item that is posted

for Rules remains in a Rules posting so that every week we
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don't have to repost all of the Bills from the previous I

meeting. I hope that's responsive to your question.''

Madigan: ''No, I don't think it is because again there's two

statements in the Rule. First statement would read, 'A '

statement of the subjects to be considered,' and then the .

'Al1 such legislative measures shall be 1next statement is,
I

deemed posted for hearing by the Rules Committee for a11
I

missed meetings.' So you see, either when you do your

posting will be a piece of paper with Bill numbers and !

Resolution numbers or either there won't be a piece of i

paper or there will be a piece of paper that doesn't

enumerate any Bill numbers or Resolution numbers, one or

the other. My question is# what are you intending to dor'

Churchill: ''The way that we read the Attorney General's opinion

is that we need to provide notice, a statement of the

subjects to be considered. And since Bills that have been
previously posted to the Rules Committee may be referred to

that kould set forth the statement of subjects that are to
be considered and I believe that that would be in

compliance with the Attorney General's opinion.''

Madigan: ''Mr. Churchill, could I rephrase the question and deal !

on a hypothetical. So next week there's a Rules posting of

House Bill 5. Subsequently there are ten postings of the
I

Rules Committee and then the twelfth time that there is a

posting of the Rules Committee, House Bill 5 does not ,

appear on the posting for the twelfth meettng. Could House

Bill 5 be called for consideration during that twelfth

meeting of the Rules Committee? Even though it had not

appeared on a notice from meeting two thru eleven.''

Churchill: ''Yes.''

Madigan: ''You have answered my question. Next question, this

concerns suspension of posting requirements. Your
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Resolution provides that a Motion to suspend the postinq

requirements must appear on the Calendar before it can be

considered and that the Calendar requirement may be

suspended only by unanimous consent. Now that concerns the

calendar requirement. Our question would be, how many

votes are required to adopt the Motion itself? Because we

don't think that that is dealt with in your Resoluticn.'' !

Churchill: ''Again: if you would be so kind, just so that you and
1 are talking about the same provisions...''

Madigan: ''Page 52, Line 1.''

Churchill: ''Okay.''

Madigan: ''Page 52, Line 1.66

Churchill: ''Thank you.''

Madigan: ''Strike that please, Gentlemen. We should have Ron

Stephens over here to redo these things, there wouldn't be

any mistakes.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair will put out an APB for Mr. Stephens.'f j

Madigan: ''Don't be in a hurry. Page 28, Line 5. Page 28, Line

(5 11
i

Churchill: ''Again I hope I'm responsive to your question because

wefre trying to listen, find it and hear you at the same

time. 1 think that the question I heard was, how many

votes would it take to suspend it from the calendar

requirements? And that would be unanimous consent.''

Madigan: ''No. No. No. How many votes on the Motion to suspend

the posting requirement? We don't think your Rule sets

that out. So there is two things here, there is the

calendar requirement which requires unanimous consent and

then after that there's the Motion to suspend the posting

requirements. How many votes are needed there?''

Churchill: ''Sixty.''

Madigan: HThank you. Could you tell us where that is stated?

I
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page and line.''

churchill: ''Yes, just give us a second. We would be happy to :
move this along quickly but we're listening to

Representative Currie over here, so this could take

awhile.''

Madigan: ''She may help you.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The House Will be in order. Representative

Churchill, please.'' .

churchill: ''The question and 1 hope we have it right this time.

The question vould be, how many votes does it take to

suspend the posting requirements that we believe to be 60

votes, which would be found in Rule 717(d).''

Madigan: ''Seven Seventeen (d). Would you give us the page number

on that?''

churchill: ''Yes. Fifty-two.''

Madigan) ''Page 52. Mr. Churchill. Mr. Churchill.''

churchill: ''Yes.''

Madigan) ''We can see that you are simply going to reference us

into that section of the Rules to answer our question. We

would suggest that when you do come back with a corrective

Amendment on those other matters that you might want to

correct this, too, and put a specific statement in the

appropriate place that sets out the number of votes to

suspend the posting requirements.''

Churchill: HYes. We had a lot oi our Members that said that

they get confused. They were particularly confused under

the previous Rules because of all the cross referencing.''

Madigan: ''7es.''

churchill: ''And so we have tried to minimize cross reierencing.

Those of us who are lawyers know that kind of stuff but a

lot of other folks don't and perhaps this does need a cross

reference at some point but I think it is in the Ruleso''
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Churchill: ''Thanks.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Anything further, Mr. Madigan?''

Madigan: ''Yes. I have another question of Mr. Churchill. Mr.

Churchill? Mr. Churchill? Are you prepared to tell us how

many Democratic appointments there' will be to each

committee? So your Resolution tells us the names of the

committees and are you now prepared to tell us the number

of Democratic appointments to each committee?''

Churchill: ''It's my understanding, Sir, that you've already

received delivery of a copy of the list of al1 the

committees and breakdowns and everything?'

Madigan: ''Wel1, Mr. Churchill, we found a document in the office

that you mistakenly left there.''

Churchill: ''No, that wasn't mistaken, that Was to spread some

sunshine on this process.''

Madigan: ''I see. That along with the chocolate chip cookies that

were on my desk. Right?''

Churchill: ''That beats the first aid kit you left in the

Speaker's Ofjice.''

Madigan: ''Right.''

Churchill: ''Plus the fire extinguisher. We could have used that

yesterday.''

Madigan: ''Right. So, you could just advise us# we have been
operating on the basis of that document and we thought that

it might be subject to change, if it is not we would
like...we would like to go ahead and make our appointments.

So we...''

Churchill: ''I believe that as with all things of this nature that

I will await the pronouncement from my Speaker.''
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Churchill: ''And think that is

everybody in this Body.''

Madigan: ''Sure. 7es.''

churchill: ''It is good advice for you.''

Madigan: ''Absolutely. Riqht.''

Churchill: ''By the way you are dressed excellently today.''

Madigan: ''Yes. Thank you. Thank you. Many of my Members have

been saying the same thing.''

churchill: ''Yes. Right. Thanks for the advice.''

Madigan: ''Sure. would like to speak to the Motion. We're

prepared to move to a final vote.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Sir, we have several people seeking recognition.''

January 1995

probably a good mode for

Madigan: ''I'm sorry.''

Speaker Ryder: has been the practice oi the Chair to

recognize everyone today and your...''

Madigan: ''I would simply like to vote...l would simply like to

speak to the Motion before we finish. That's a11.''

Speaker Ryder: ''Your opportunity ato speak is now, Sir.''

Madigan: ''Thank you. So, Ladies and Gentlemen, I think we are

close to closure on this particular debate. I am greatly

disappointed because early in December, I raised the

question of the form and the method of the House Rules and

spoke with Mr. Daniels, our Speaker, and sent him a

letter setting out my concerns. And 1 sent out a letter to

the newspapers of the state and as published in the Chicaqo

Sun Times on December 1994, I implored our Speaker to

differentiate himself from Senator Philip and Senate

operations. And I asked him not to move to the adoption of

a set of Rules which would deprive Members of their riqhts

as Members of this Body. And I implored him not to become

a Pate Junior. I said, Mr. Speaker, the integrity of the
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House of Representatives is too important for a11 of us,
I
ifor you to move in a direction where you will be looked

upon as just a clone of Senator Philip and you Would be
reierenced as Pate Junior. Unfortunately you heard Mr.

I

Churchill and his initial presentation where he explained

that much of this is modeled on Senate Rules for a variety

of reasons, one of which was that those seeking to
q

'

understand the Rules ought to be able to understand maybe

one set of Rules with some minor modifications and not be

made to know two different sets of Rules. So what's

happening is, as we move to the adoption of a new set of

Rules, we are just movinq piggyback to what they did in the '
Senate two years ago and I find that very regretable. I :

found it regretable that on our first full, real day of

Session we were not supplied with a Daily Calendar. I 1
found it regretable yesterday that this consideration of

the Rules was done in clear violation of Illinois 1aw and

the Rules that would govern the posting of this

consideration. A11 of this should have been done in a

meeting of the Rules Committee. Properly posted with six

and a half days posting requirement. A meeting of the

committee would have permitted any interested Member of the

House to attend that committee. It would have permitted

any citizen of the state to appear before the committee and

to speak to these Rule changes and to offer their comments

but that wasn't done. What we got was an edict from the

Speaker. The Rules Will be considered Thursday at three

o'clock. And I told the Speaker yesterday that I certainly

didn't want to disrupt what was a day of celebration for

him and rightly so. And I didn't want to interfere with

any festivities that he had planned and so we didn't pursue

our riqhts yesterday. We simply let this thing go ahead to

1
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today's consideration. But understand what is bein: done

today should have been done in a committee and you have all

been full of rhetoric about committee consideration of

3i11s and àmendments and Resolutions. Well here is a

Resolution that has never been considered by a committee

and it is up on the floor, one day notice, that's all we

got. So, as I said yesterday, my hopes for a11 oi us are

. very high, my hopes for Mr. Daniels are very hiqh. We want

to have a productive Session. Ladies and Gentlemen, we

have not done well on our first day. I'm not quite sure !

that we are on a fast track today; 1 think werre really on

a back track today. But we will take a rest for a few days

and we'll come back. We're not going to support this

Resolution but we'll be here and we'll be prepared, be

cooperative and to participate. These Rules provide the

Majority Party With the opportunity to exclude us from
participation. If that is your intent, if that's what you

do, I think it will come back to haunt you before we close

this Session at the end oë May or whenever it happens. And

so, Mr. Speaker, again thank you for permittin: me to

participate in debate. I rise in opposition to the

adopt ion of thi s Resolut ion . ''

Speaker Ryder 1 ''The Cha i r recogn i zes the Gent leman f rom

Wash i ngton , Mr . Deer i ng . ''

Deeri ng : ''Thank you , Mr . Speaker , Ladies and Gent lemen of the

House . Wi 11 the Sponsor yield? ''

Speaker Ryder : ''The Sponsor indicates that he kould yi eld f or

uest i ons . ''q

Deer in: : ''Representat ive Churchi 11 , Page 36 , Line 19 . That i s

House Rule 5-4 , Sect ion ( d ) . Line 19 says , ' The Cler k

shal 1 also have pr inted a11 adopted Floor Amendments . ' I t

f urther goes on to say , ! No Floor Amendment may be adopted
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by the House unless it has f i rst been reproduced and placed

on the Member ' s desks , which may be done electronically . '

How could the Clerk pr int the Amendments , i f they ' re not

adopted? I read thi s to say that they can be not i f ied

electronically , I do not read thi s to say that i t can be

adopted electron ically . ''

churchi 11 : ''I ' m not sure that you and I read thi s the same . 'Phe

way I read i t i s that the Amendments that are to be adopted

would have to be reproduced , which they could do on paper

or electron ical ly and placed on the Members ' desks , which

could be done by paper or e lec t ron ically and a f ter that i s

done , then you can proceed to adopt the Floor Amendment .

That ' s the Way I read thi s , i f that i s not the way you read

i t perhaps you can explain to me the way you see i t j
d i f f e ren t l y . ''

Deer ing : ''We11 , I beg to di f f er , J read i t that the Clerk can ' t

reproduce them unt i l they adopt them . Maybe . . .or maybe

that i s a di f f erent interpretat ion than you and I see .

Second quest ion . . . ''

Churchi 11 : ''Let me just add one poi nt to your previous
uest ion . . . ''q

Dee r i ng : ''Ye s . ''

churchi 11 : '' 1 f 1 might be . . . just take a second and . . .what we are
trying to do i s , you know , to move thi s Body f orward and

get into the electronic age and we f ee1 that we need thi s

part in our Rules to be able to . . . to be able to produce

Amendments and put them on Member ' s desks elec tron ically

and I think that that ' s the intent of thi s and I think my

readin: of thi s i s correct . But obviously i f that i s not

what you read , then that may be a di f f erence oi opin ion . ''

Deer ing : ''So , we st i 11 as Members wi 11 have Amendments placed on

our desks that we can read bef ore we adopt them now . Now
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electronic notification which you mentioned earlier in

debate today doesn't mean that it will be on the LIS System

where we have to get up and look back. Will we each

individually have that notification?''

Churchill: ''I'm not sure what your side of the aisle will do. lt

is the hope of our side of the aisle to be able to put some

type of computer process on each Member's desk, so that 1
instead of havin: to have stacks of paperwork sitting next

to your desk, you will be able to use the keyboard and go

right to the Amendment and see a11 the language of the

Amendment right in front of you on a computer screen and

that you won't have to thumb through al1 those pages of

actual physical paper. And I think that is what we are

trying to do is prepare for that day.''

Deerinq: ''I concur with that, I think it is time we move into the

electronic age here. Will you ask the Majority and the
appropriation process be submitting that into the form of

an appropriation so that every Member of this Body will
1have a computer or some sort of equipment at their disposal

to get this information?''

Churchill: ''1'm not sure...l'm not sure exactly how this will be

done. I think perhaps that is a question that you could

talk to your Leader and talk to your Assistant Clerk.

Because I think it is really a function out of the Clerk's

office in terms of reproducing the Bills and Amendments and

other things that we do here. I believe that is a question

perhaps that would be addressed to your own Leader.''

Deering: ''Thank you for your time.''

Speaker Ryderk ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cllnton,

Mr. Granberg.''

Granberg: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Gentleman indicates that he will yield.''

I
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Granberg: ''Representative Churchill, under the previous Rules, we
I!

have brieily discussed this, a Motion for the previous I
question required the affirmative vote of two-thirds oi the I

IMembers. What is it now to move the previous question, to

terminate debate?''

Churchill: ''Yes, Representative Granberg, 1 knov you have been

celebrating a lot the last couple of days and perhaps your

voice is almost as hoarse as mine sounds and I just didn't

quite hear your question. Would you just please state that
again?''

Granberg: ''Under the previous Rules required two-thirds vote to

move the previous question, to terminate debate and the

intent behind the Rule was to assure that there would be

bipartisan support on that matter. How many votes are now

required to terminate the debate under your proposed

Rules?''

Churchill: ''Sixty votes.''

Granberg: ''So you no longer have bipartisan support to terminate

debate?''
:

Churchill: RI think it is totally possible to have bipartisan !

support. 1 know there are Members on both sides of the :

aisle that sometimes are...feel that they know the issue '

well enough and that they don't need to hear any further
!

debate. I join with a lot of your Members to move the I

previous question, whether...regardless of what the Rule 1

says just because? you know, I think that sometimes we get !
into a point were everybody is saying the same things. So I

' had bipartisan support on these Motions in the past 1we ve

Iand I'm sure we'll have bipartisan support on those Motions
I

in the future.'' !

Granberg: ''And under the previous Rules each Member was entitled I

to explain his or her vote. In fact this might be the last !

I
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time we will be entitled to do that. That right will no

longer be available to every Member. Is that correct?''

Churchill: ''That is correct.''

Granberg: RSo Member's rights to debate is now going to be

limited by these two provisions?' 1
Churchill: ''A Member's right to debate will be the right to '1

debate. But an explanation of vote, which comes not in
E

debate, but after the vote is already on the board is being

Ieliminated
. 7ourll still your right to debate, we love to !

have lots of debate. In fact, I think what you are seeing .
1today is lots of debate and f think that is hov this whole

system will go.'' '

Granberg: ''That's because werre under...wedre operating under the

old Rules.''

Churchill: ''Yes. But I believe the Chair and the Sponsor of the

Resolution and everybody on our side of the aisle is

bending over backwards to make sure that you have every

opportunity to discuss these Rules and we are going to try

to do that throughout the Session.''

Granberg: ''Thank you. Representative Churchill, obviously we

disagree and I just want to reiterate some earlier comments

and with due respect to Mr. Black. It is an honor to serve

in this Body and all of us that have been elected by those

95,000 people to do that and if you look to the history of

this institution I would say to the Freshmen, look around

you, look to the history of this Body itseli and the great

statesmen that were here, Douglas? Lincolnt the greatest

President in the history of country. These people were in

this Body, this is a great institution and now by limiting

debate, limiting what can happen on the floor, you're going

in contravention of the intention of al1 the people in this

state. Never before in the history of this state have
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these Rules been so restrictive, not just for Democrats but
for Republican Members as well. For the first time in the

I
history of this state, this Body will be limited. At a !

time when the last election should of told us that we need
1to be more open to make government more deliberative, to

have open debate. We are goinq just the opposite. Sgeaker II

Gingrich has said on time and time again on other
I

occasions. On Crossfire once again they're going to allow !

more opportunities to offer more Amendments on the floor in I

Conqress . That ' s what thi s i s a11 about , tc open up the ;

process , 1et people see . We hear about c 1os inq the I

process , you ' re c losing i t more . We need to open it up , i

that i s the nature oi thi s inst i tut ion . That i s the nature !

of our indiv idual r ights as Members . Our most solemn vow :

and duty i s to our const i tuents , whether they be it in !

Southern 1 11 inoi s or the suburbs or in Chicago . And you ' re !

limit ing the debate , you ' re limit ing what individual !

Members can do to f ulf i 11 thei r obligat ion . That i s not !

good government , that i s not the message oi thi s last l

elect ion . We are going the oppos i te way and that i s l

omethinq that should not be done . When we a11 made that !s
Isolemn oath yesterday, we promised to uphold the

Iconstitution and to send our message to the people that we !

Ihave listened to them and now we are going the opposite

Iway. This is not good pqlicy for government. Whether it

!is this Body or any Legislative Body we need to open it up. ë

Sc, Ladies and Gentlemen and particularly the Freshmen when
Iyou made that oath yesterday to serve your constituents, !

you are now breaching that promise, ii you vote for this
I

Resolution. Understand your obligation to your people as
I

we do and this is not a partisan tssue because I know most
I

of you do that as well as can be done and we all try to do
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the best we can for our constituents. But when you look at

the history of this Body and what you are about to do, the

people are not the top priority and that should never be I
1

the case in this Body.''

Speaker Ryder: ''The Gentleman from St. Clair, Representative I

Hoffman. Representative Hoffman.'' I

Hoffman: ''Thank you, Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. I

My concern is like the previous Gentleman's concern

regardinq the...the lack of debate or the inability to

debate by closi ng of f debate by movin: the previous

quest ion . And 1 think that the point made by the previous

speaker i s well made and I ' m not a hi stor ian but 1 do know

that . . ethat President Lincoln dur inq hi s t ime in thi s

chamber , or may have dur ing hi s t ime in thi s chamber , gave

the House Divided Speech . And i f you think about it , under

your Rules . . .under your Rules you could ' ve cut of f . . .cut

f f that speech f rom being made one of the greatestO ,

speeches in the history of our country would not have been

made because you could of cut it off by moving the previous

question and having 60 votes. What else concerns me is '

when people can no longer amend thinqs on the floor oi the I

House. So you come here from various parts of the state, !

from Carbondale, Mt. Vernon, Rockford, Champaign, '

Collinsville and your people ask you to do something for I

them and the pilot bureau of five people who are going to j

be sitting on the Rules Committee is going to make a I

decision whether you're going to have the right, whether I

you're goin: to be able to exercise your riqht to represent J

your 95,000 people, that's my concern. This is not a
I

Minority or Majority rights issue, it is Membership's
rights issue and 1 ask that you consider that when voting

on this Resolution.''
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Speaker Ryder: ''The Lady from Dupage, Representative Cowlishaw.l'

Cowlishaw: ''Thank you very much. Mr. Speaker, Ladies and '

Gentlemen of the House: I have noticed that the word

'intent' and 'intentions', those words have been used with

some frequency by the Members serving on the other side of

the aisle and they raise a good point when they use those

words. Because those of us who have served here for any

length of time at all know that although the Rules are

certainly important, what is most important of all is how

the Majority Party chooses to interpret them, chooses to
impose them. Now I have also detected a certain tone of

fearfulness among those making comments from the other side

of the aisle. And I am hoping that there is really no

reason for that but of course that time will only tell

that. I can understand a feeling of fearfulness because

you see we a1l understand the very human and natural

inclination when one has been treated unfairly one self,

the inclination to seek retribution. But, my friends,

those of us who have suffered under tyranny are the most

likely to detend liberty for a1l and therefore in accord

with the words of Bob Michael who wrote a magnificent essay

recently published in the publication called 'Common

Sense', which is a publication of the Mational Republican

Policy Committee. He cautioned the Republican Members of

the U. S. House of Representatives to please be fair, that

they had not been treated fairlg themselves and for that

very reason should be a1l the more anxious to treat others

fairly, to regard pieces of legislation on the basis of

their merits, not whether the Republicans or the Democrats

get the credit or the blame. And so indeed our intent, our

intentions are important, they are more important than
i

these Rules and it is my fervent hope that what we will
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prove to all of you on both sides ot the aisle and all the t
I

people ot Illinois and this was the concludin: sentence in

Bob Michael's essay, 'Governing well is the best revenge.'''

speaker Ryder: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Mr.

,, 1Dart.
Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. .

I mean seriously, let's cut throuqh this, I mean there has

been all of this rhetoric, let's have a little reality 1
check. A reality check is you guys won, we lost. So you

are imposin: these Rules upon us. And yet there has been j
. I

this constant harping about how onerous these Rules were,

just what a nasty little weapon these were. Well, if they !

were such a nasty weapon you probably would adopt them but

the thinq is you don't want to stop there, you want to stop

debate, you want to stop Bills, you want to stop a1l that

stuff that would otherwise be the characteristic of maybe a

General Assembly, you don't want that. So that is what we

hear about, there has been this constant refrain abogt

openness, about fairness. Avoiding

obstructionism...obstructionism is, if I'm not mistaken, 1

remember a great deal oi Amendments that were filed over

here. 1 remember individuals from this side of the aisle

who were required by Leadership to speak, even though they

didn't want to, they had to keep speaking. So come on

let's knock that off, you know it is all a bunch of

garbage. The reality is, we're al1 elected by about 95,000

people to come down here and represent their needs, their

wishes, that is what we are suppose to do. Instead we, by

voting for this, will be advocating that thing. We are

saying that the king and his court are going to Rule this.

Our constituents didn't vcte for them but they're the ones

)that are going to call the shots
. So by doing this, the

1
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king and the court is goinq to call a1l the shots for you

here and if that's how you want to do it, that's fine and

you are the ones that are going to have to live with that.

But by doing that you have really done everything, you have

advocated every power you have been given here. lt is an 1
utter disgrace to have something like this occur, this is

.

1
somethinq we a11 ought to be ashamed of but if this is how ''

you want to run things, go ahead and do it, you've got the

votes, you're going to do it anyway. So please, no more of

this fairness and openness stuff, you know it isn't true,

let's knock it off.'' 1
1Speaker Ryder: ''The Chair reco:nizes the Gentleman trom Cook, Mr.

!! 1Lang.

Lang: WThank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yieldr'

Speaker Ryder: ''The Gentleman indicates he will yield for j
questions.''

Lang: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Churchill? Are you with me?

Mr. Churchill? Are you there?''

Churchill: ''Yes I am.''

Lang: ''On Page 16 of your Resolution, Subsection (d) it talks

about setting up special temporary committees, created and

appointed by the Speaker when the House is not in Session.

What are those committees? What are we referrin: to? Page

16, Subsection (d).''

Churchill: ''Yes. These arew..there may come a time vhen a

special committee has to be formed. I remember a time when

we a had special committee on qambling issues and I think

that special committee went al1 over the whole state and
' 

took testimony and heard people and these provisions in (c)

and (d) basically give the House the ability to create

1committees so that they can do general or specific business
1

of the House vhile the House is in Session or while the I
I
I
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House is out of Session. And 1 think it has been an
I

important tool for this Body to have. And these would be

committees that I would think would be very similar to

committees that have been iormed in the past...by past

House Rules.''

Lang: ''Wel1 let me ask you a question. How are these committees

appointed?''

churchill: ''I think lf you will look at what you were talking

about (d) and if you will look in Line l5, you'll see they
f, 1may be created and appointed by the Speaker.

Lang: ''Qnly by the Speaker. Well, where is it in Section (d)
1that discussed Minority Members of these special temporary

committees?'

Speaker Ryder: ''Speaker Daniels in the Chairm''

churchill: ''T think the answer to your Rule is that the or the

answer to your question is that, the temporary committees

are to be created and appointed by the Speaker. But that

the wishes of the Minority Leader and in regards to his

Membership would be honored.''

Lang: ''Well, where does it say that here, Representative

Churchill? Let me read you vhat it says. lt says, 'These

committees may be created and appointed by the Speaker.

The actions of the Speaker and of such special temporary

committees shall stand as the action of the House.' lt

says nothing here, as it Joes in many other Sections of HR

4, about mincrity representation. So I'm interested in

where that is here so we can point to it. Because I'm sure

you will agree: would you not, that we don't want to pass

the House Rules and have a section here Where you could

have the Speaker appoint any number of Members to a 1

committee and have their wishes become the dictates to the 1
House of Representatives without minority representation,

I
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that would go against your view of sunshine. Is that !

t ? '' !Correc I

IChurchill: ''Representative Lang I think if you'll look under Rule I

2.6 or 2-6, Page 9. lt says that a Minority Leader shall 1
Iappoint to all committees the Members from the Minority
I

Caucus and shall desiqnate a Minority Spokesperson for each !

1, Icommittee.
I

Lan:: ''Wel1, Sir, in..mon Page l6, Subsection (d), you refer to j

special temporary committees, those are not the committees !
I

in my view that are referred to in the citation you've
I

given me. Or in the definition on Page 1, Section 1.3 of I
!committee, this ' does not refer to special temporary
!

committees. I think you've left something out of this I

Section, Sir.'' !
!

Churchill: ''Section l.3 defines a committee.''
I

Lang: ''Section 1.3 defines a committee and does not refer to I

!T Ispecial temporary committees.
I

Churchill: ''The Section in 3-3(d) creates a type of committee 'j

that is a special committee, that's why we call it special. I
I

The Section that 1 referred to earlier in 2-6, permits the !I
(

Minority Leader to appoint the Members from that committee.
i

And I think that those Rules basically create the same type

of situation that we have now and we have always had where j
whenever the Speaker in the past created a special

Icommittee, he permitted Minority Members...not always, but

there were times when he didn't 1et Minority Members be on

it but normally when there was committee of both Majority
I

and Minority Members, the Minority Leader chose his own !I

Members.'' 1
I

Lanq: ''Sir, you're talking about What normally happens, what we I

should expect to happen, what the traditions of the House 1
I

has been. That's all fine and that's great if you do
!
1
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everything that you should do. But we're not sure you're

going to do everything you should do and so am goin: to

ask you the question again. Subsection (d) on page 16 in

capital letters, so it is separated out from any other kind

of committee, you set up a special category called Special

Temporary Committees, this is defined nokhere in the Rules

that you proposed. The only definition of the word

'committee' is on Page 1, Section 1-3 and does not refer to

anything called special temporary committees. ànd sd I ask

you aqain, why if the Minority Members of the House of

Representatives been left out the opportunity to be

appointed to these special temporary committees? I am not

here to say that your proposal purposely left us out, J am

not suggesting you would be disingenvous enough to ignore

Minority Members of this House in these committees. I'm

just simply suggesting that you acknowledge that perhaps
you've left that out of this paragraph.''

Churchill: ''Representative Lang, since what you are talkinq about

now is shitted to the definition of committees. would

ask you to take a brief look at 3-l(a), Parens. end

Parens. which says special committees created by House

Resolution under Rule 3.3 and that is defined under

committees.''

Lang: ''Where are you, Sir?''

Churchill: ''Page 13 and Line.m.starting at Line 22. Special

Committees created by House Resolution under Rule 3.3 or

3-3.''

Lanq: ''Sir, those are not the special committee that you are

talkinq about here. On Page 16, Paragraph (d), youdre not

talkinq about committees o: the House. You say, very

specifically, when the House is not in Session. And when

youdre talking that other.m.on Page l3, that special
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I

committees with a small s and a small c. This is a
I

specific kind of committee called a Special Temporary '

Committee, a11 caps, a very special kind of committee. And

it says that this committee can be appointed by the Speaker

when the House is not in Session and you further go on to

say that the actions oi this committee become binding upon

the House of Representatives. And you will allow the

Speaker without Minority representation to appoint this

committee. Now there is nothing in here that allows

minority representation or requires minority

representation.'' !

Churchill: ''Representative Lang, the provision in 3-1(a) (11)

refers to special committees, it has a small s and a small

c because it is talking about all of the different kinds of

special committees created under Rule 3.3. If you will

then turn to Rule 3-3 on page 15 you will notice under (a)

that there are special committees under (b) that there are

special subcommittees, under (c) that there are special

committees.''

Lang: ''Sir, in Section (c)...''

Churchill: ''(c) and under (d) there are spectal committees and

a11 of those special committees, in each one of those

provisions are wrapped together and referred to under 3-1

(a) (11) and since those fall under the root work of

committees they also fall under the previous Rule that I

have sighted to you where the Minority Leader has the right

to appoint the Members of the Minority Delegation to that

committee.''

Lanq: ''Sir, that refers to Subsection (c). In Subsection (c)

youfre talking about a Resolution or Motion creating a

special committee or special subcommittee. It must...it

must talk about the subject matter, it must talk about the
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composition. You said that in Section (c), I don't have a
!

problem with that because that's goin: on while the House '
1

is in Session. The only kind of committee that can be
!

created by Resolution is when the House is in Session. In
!

Subsection (d) you are referring to a committee that can be

created by the Speaker on his own hook when the House is

not in Session. And there is no language here that

discusses anything about Members of this side oi the aisle

having to be required to be Members of that committee.

There furthermore is no notice requirement in this Section.

Why is there no notice requirement?''

Churchill: ''In ansker to the first part of your question, 1et me

just talk about practical reality. We will have a final
makeup of all of our committee structure that will be

presented following the next day or so when we're not in

Session. We are not in Session next week and yet practical

reality dictates that the Minority Leader will make

appointments to that committee next week when we're not in

Session. So that committee vill be created when we're not

in Session. And so if gou vant to ealk about...relief the

day that we are in Session, that means that those

committees will be formed on a day when we are literally ,

not in Session. But we have started in the big picture, ,

big Session, small desk. We have started our Spring !

Session and we are in Session and committees may be formed !

during that period of time and this rule just goes beyond. j

It says that the Speaker has the right to create a I

temporary subcommittee or a committee to look at a

particular issue. 1 think it gives a certain amount of j

flexibility to this House. In case there is a major issue j
I

that confronts us at a time when we are not in Session, for I

us to be able to put together a committee to go out and

I
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look at the needs of the people oç Illinois, it may be the

people your district that will receive a visit from one

of these committees in a time of great need for them. And

if you were to follow the thought pattern that you're

proposin: here, we would not have the poker to put that

committee together and we couldn't go to your district and

we couldn't help your people. think that this is

something that is for the good of the people of Illinois

and I hope we never have to use this special committee to

look at some major problem in your district or mine. But
should the occasion ever arise these Rules provide for that

opportunity.''

Lang: ''Is it your statement for the record for legislative intent

that HR 4 that minority peoplee..Minority Members of this

Body be appointed to any special committee under this

subsection?''

Churchill: ''The Speaker will determine how many people are on the

committees and the Minority Leader, under the Rule

previously recited has the power and ability and right to

appoint the Members of his side of the aisle.''

Lang: 'fA1l right. have...l'm goinq to 1et this go because

nobody is really listening now anyway accept you and 1, Mr.

Churcbill. But 1 do have another..aone more question and

then will forego the other 30 or 40 that I have because

the Members probably want to get on home. Let me ask you

this, if a Member has an Amendment to a 3ill in committee.

Member oi the committee has a Bill in the committee or

the Sponsor of the Bill has a Btll that's being heard by

the committee. What's the procedure on that Amendment?''

Churchill: ''Which part of the procedure are you asking for?''

Lang: ''Why don't you give me bothr J've got time.''

Churchill: ''We1l, 1'm not sure exactly what it is you are
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wanting.''
;

Lang: ''A11 right, we'll take them one at a time. I'm a Sponsor
!

of House Bill 5 and it's before the Pension's Committee and

:'m calling it but ; have an Amendment. What do I do vith ,1
that Amendment? Does it have to go before the Rules '

!
Committee first?'' I

!
churchill: ''Under the past practice the Pension's Committee would I

E
automatically be deferred to the last day of the binding !

Session. But...1'm just kidding...the answer to your 1
question because it is a serious question. When you come

into the committee and you have an Amendment it is a '

Committee Amendment. You will be allowed to present that i

Committee Amendment instanter as the Sponsor of your Bi1l.'' '

Langk ''And does the same go for the Member of the committee? If

I'm a Member of a committee and you have a Bill and I want 1
ito amend it

, may 1 present that Amendment as a Committee E
1.Member?''
IChurchill: ''A Member oi a committee has the riqht to present a '
IC

ommittee Amendment which will be considered instanter :
Iproviding that they are on that order of business and that

Bill and all those other kinds of things. There is no

notice required for thatw'' '

Lang: ''Thank you. Ladies and Gentlemen of the House. 1 could !

spend a great deal of time on these Rules but I'm not. I !

don't believe that Mr. Churchill is being disingenvous :
1answering my previous question about appointin: Members to

this special temporary committee. But it's of great

concern that the House Rules would allow the Speaker of the

House of Representatives to appoint a committee when...when

we are not in Session, such committee not being required by

the Rules to have Members of both political parties and

Ihaving tbat committee's decisions be binding upon the House
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of Representatives. That doeGn't make any sense to me, it

can't make any sense to you. But let me go on. the Rules

that we're asked to vote on today in HR 4 should be

defeated resoundingly and ior several reasons.

the reasons relate to debate, all of the reasons relate to

But all of

debate. We are here to debate 3ills and ideas, we're here

to debate the people's business. But every.ovevery flaw in

HR 4 deals with debate. The restrictions on Amendments,

the ability of the Majority to shut off debate by small
numbersr the ability to hold Ruleswo.Bills

Committee. The ability to change the Sponsor at a moment's

notice, the ability to...to change deadlines at the whim of

the Speaker at a moment's notice. Al1 of these ideas are

ideas that are designed to shut off our rights as Members

and designed to shut off our ability to debate the issues

that confront the people of the State of Illinois. It is

here to shut off our rights, the rights of our

constituents. Let me ask you, Veteran Members, but more

important Freshman Members on both sides of the aisle.

What did you run for this office ior? Did you run for the

office so you can go to a caucus and have somebody tell you

how it is going to be or did you run for office because

the Rules

maybe you bave some ideas? Did you run for office because

it is some sort of a game and you thought

fun to come down to Springfield and eat in the fine

would be qreat

restaurants here and sit around and talk to lobbyists about

the things that concern them? Or did you come here because

you've got some real things to say, some real interest in

the problems oi the people of the State of Illinois? If

you came here to help people, these Bills Won't do it

because you will not get the opportunity to say the things

you want to say. You will not get the opportunity to have
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your voice heard back home. And Charlie Morrow said

very well, you're here to serve your constituents and if

they don't hear your voice back home, you won't be back

here. So search your conscience, iind out why you came

here. If you came here to do somebody else's bidding, then

vote for this Resolution, but you came here because you

care about government and you care about the people you

serve vote 'no' ''#

' 

*

Speaker Daniels: 'Further discussion? Bein: none, Representative

Churchill, to closeo''

churchill: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. And 1et me just say to the

previous Speaker. Lou, I thought you did a qreat job,
were on your side of the aisle I'd give you that last

Leadership spot. I hope it works that way for you. There

are some comments that I just need to give some reaction to
and then I think we Will close this off and let Members qo

on so that they can get home in appropriate time. There

was a comment made by folks on the other side of the aisle

that these Rules are just like the Senate Rules. Blah.
Blah. 31ah. Blah. 1 would say, as

remarks, these Rules are de novo.

said in my initial

They are new Rules and

we have taken some of the better ideas from the Senate. We

have taken some of the better ideas from Representative

Madigan's former Rules. We have taken some of the better

ideas from House Members who have come forth and asked us

to include their thoughts in these Rules. These are Ge

novo. They're not like anybody else, they are new and they

are ours. There was a comment made about notice, we gave

25 hours of notice on these Rules. The last time that we

had a new set of Rules f walked into the Rules Committee

Meeting, I had not been presented With a copy of the Rules.

I got them five minutes before the Rules Committee Meeting.
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We went from the Rules Committee to the floor to vote on

it, we had five minutes notice and about an hour's notice

before ve came to the floor. This time we gave 25 hours of

notice, that's 25 times what we received the last go

around. I heard someone say that we Were imposing Rules on

somebody and 1 say, don't feel that you're imposing Rules.

Vote with us, join with us, join so that we can al1 vote
for these Rules. Ii you do that then we are not imposing

Rules on you, we're just allowin: democracy to occur. For
all the rhetoric that has gone on today 1 know that when

these Rules are passed and they go into practice, I'm going

to have Members from b0th sides of the aisle that are going

to come up and say, 'You know what, that really does work

and it works right and it works well, thank you for a job
well done.' And 1 know that is going to happen from

Members from both sides of the aisle because these Rules

open up the process to sunshine and openness. They improve

the decorum of this House; they create efficiency and 1

believe that they are fair. This is a time for a new

beginning, this is a time for new Rules, this is a time for

a great new beginning and 1 would move the adoption of

House Resolution #4, Mr. Speaker.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentleman moves for the adoption of House

Resolution #4. Those in favor signify by voting 'aye';

1those opposed by voting dnay'. The voting is open.
Representative Turner, the Gentleman from Cook.?

Turner: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Seeing that this may be the

last opportunity to do this, I want to first of a11

compliment the Majority Leader on his tie and let him know
that this morning and many of you know my wife buys most of

my ties she bought this one for me because she said we

Would be playing a different tune in this chamber and it's
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quite obvious lookin: at the numbers that there is a

different tune. But 1 do rise in objection to House
Resolution #4 and I would ask each and every one of you to

reconsider those green votes and give us more reds. Thank

Y C kl * C

Speaker Daniels: ''Have a1l voted Who wish? Have a11 voted who

wish? Have al1 voted who wish? The Clerk will take the

record. On this question there are 64 'ayes'; 51 'nays';

none voting...none voting present. And the Resolution is

adopted. Mr. Clerk, read the Adjournment Resolution.''
Clerk McLennand: ''A MesSage from the Senate by Mr. Jim Harry,

Secretary oi the Senate. 'Mr. Speaker, 1 am directed to

inform the House of Representatives that the Senate has

adopted the following Senate Joint Resolution in the

adoption of which I'm instructed to ask the concurrence of

the House of Representatives. Senate Joint Resolution 5,

ofiered by Representative Churchill. Resolved by the

Senate of 88...89th General àssembly in the State ot

Illinois in the House of Representatives concurring herein.

That when the two Houses adjourn on Thursday, January l2,

1995 they stand adjourned until Friday, January l3, 1995 at
12 o'clock noon in Perfunctory Session. And when they

adjourn on that day they stand adjourned until Wednesday,
January l8, 1995 at 12 o'clock noon in Perfunctory Session.

And when they adjourn on that day they stand adjourned
until Friday, January 20p 1995 at 12 o'clock noon in

Perfunctory Session. And they stand adjourned until

January 24, 1995 at 12 o'clock noon. Adopted by the Senate

January 12, 1995. Jim Harry, Secretary of the Senate'.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Churchill now moves ior the

adoption of the àdjournment Resolution. On that matter,
the Gentleman from Cook, Minority Leader Madigan.''
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Madiqan: ''The Clerk's voice got lost With the noise, 1 presume

that this provides that we Will come back into Session the

week after next on Tuesday?l'

Speaker Daniels: ''Yes, Sir.''

Madigan: ''Okay, thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Yes, Sir, it today.''

Madiqan: ''Thank you.''

Speaker Daniels: ''We will be in Perfunctory Session on January 18

and January 20 and return in Session on January 24, 1995 at

the hour of noon. Representative Churchill now moves for

the adoption of the Adjournment Resolution. Those in favor
signify by saying''aye'; opposede 'nay'. The 'ayes' have

it. And in the opinion of the Chair the 'ayes' have it.

Are there any iurther announcements? The House Will next

meet at noon on January 24th. There will be Perfunctory

days for the introduction of 3ills by the Clerk during that

time. Being no further business Representative Churchill

now moves that the House stands adjourned until Friday,
January 13th at noon allowing perfunctory time for the

Clerk. A11 those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; those

opposed 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair the 'ayes' have

it and the House is adjourned.''

1
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